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XIII.— NO. 37.
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MICH.,
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\T EENG8, D.

R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med*
icines. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and
Perfumeries.River street.
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Pur Ihe HollandCUy
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cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
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Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
BusinessCards in City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whltout charge for subscribers.
ET” All advsrtlsing bills collectable quarterly.
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Tokina Effect, Banda*, May 18, 1884.
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1 10 10 15 ....Holland ..... 255 10 06
10 85 East Sauntuck 145
10 45 .New Richmond. 245 9 42
205 11 80 ..Od. Junction.. 205 9 07
2 17 11 50
2 87 8 55
800 1 05 .Benton Harbor. 12 40 800
8 10 1 15 . .8t. Joseph...12 80 7 55
4 10 230 ..New Buffalo.. 11 30 7 18
6 50 52A ....Chicago....; 8 55 840

780
z.m. p.m. p.m.

a.m.

p.
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3
1
1

18
30
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55
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9 55
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Holland,

Mich.

brother’s eye.”

My
from

Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
JL Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R’y depot,
has good faciliUeafor the traveling public,and its

7,

)

1884. f

To Teuois Keppel, Jacob Smite, Banitable is unsurpused.Free Hack for accommoda- an Van Ky, Ellen Van den Berge, James
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
Brouwer, Bsstian Kruidenier, H. Wykhuysen, E. J. Harringten, James WestQGOTT’ HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and veer, Mrs. A. Van Ry, Gerry! Slenk, John
Fish strs. Terms, $1.50 per day. Good accom- Van Landegend, First Reformed Church,
modations can always be relied on. Holland, Hope College, Isaac Thompson, Hendrik
8-ly
Geerlings, Marinas Jansen, P. Baarman
and city of Holland, yon and each at you
Llvsrv lid tils tUbln.
are hereby notifiedthat a special assessTXOONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office ment rell for the Improving, graveling, of
JD andbarnonMarketstreet.EverythingfirstCedar street, between the center of
clus.
Seventh street and the north side of
TJAVERKATE,G. J., Livery and Boarding Twelfth street, has been reported by the
XX stable.Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott's board of assessorsto the Common Connell of the city of Holland,and filed in this
88-tf
VJIBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; office, and that the Common Council has
fixed upon the 28th day of October, A.
11 Ninth street,near Market.
D. 1884, at 7:80 o’clock, p. m. at the ComKuafaittrlsi, Kllli, Shops, lie.
mon Council rooms in said city, as the
PAUEL9. VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors time and place when and where they will
of Plugger Mills; Steam Saw and Flour meet with the board of assessors to review

O

Mich.

Hotel.
X

(

Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

said roll.
By order of the Common Council.
TTAN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements
Geohoe H. Sipp, City Clerk.
and Machinery,cor. River end Ninth Street.

36-8t

Y

REGISTRATION NOTICE..

Phniolui.

T>EST. R.

Physician and Surgeon, can be
found in bis office,cor. River and Eighth
streetsin Vanderveen’sBlock.
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presented:

Gentlbmxh:— We, the undersignedowners of

4 55 9 50 1 05
.Hamilton. 4 45 9 42 12 5C
.Dunning.. 4 35 9 80 12 15
..Allegan.. 4 15 90S Ml 35
a.m.|a. m.
p. ra. a. m. p.m.

TXTYKHUYSEN,

dealer in Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth am
Cedar streets. Holland
. 24-ly.
H..

YY

• Mixed trains.
t Runs daily, all other trains dally except Sunday. All trainsrun by Detroit time.
Mjxed Trains leave Holland, going north, at
7:60 am, arrivingat Grand Rapids at 10:18 a m,
and at 10:08 p m, arrivingat Muskegon at 12:10 a
m; also mixed trains leave Holland,going south,

Mich.

Thy “Margarets,”Alfred Wright’s new
perfume. For sale by
Kremebs & Banos.

pathftss.

Auction Sale.
An

( WBOL1BALS.)
(Correctedevery Friday by E. J.
Apples, V bushel .............. .... 20
Beans, V bushel ........ ....... 80
Xlo&lfan and Ohio Railroad.
Butter, fl lb .................
Eggs, V dozen ....................
Taking Effect August lOfA, 1884.
Honey, 9 ft ......................
Onions, 9 bushels ................ 40
* MIOT WIST
QOIM I AST
Ontral Tlas
Potatoes, 9 bushel
BXTAIL.
Pa*s. Mix’d Pus. STATIONS Pus. Pasa Mix’d

at 5

80

am
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8:85

am.

Q
g
... @

.

a. m.
a. m. a. m. r. m.
10 10 820 B 10 L.Toledo.A 11 10
11 02 800 606 ..Dundee1.. 10 10
11 24 8 52 627 ...Britton.. 946
1129 902 611 .Ridgeway. 9 42
11 89 9 80 6 41 .Tecumaeh. 9 32
11 55 9 57 6 57 ..Tipton... 9 17
12 08 10 26 7 10 Cambridge 905
12 80 11 15 T 83 .Addison.. 8 43
12 48 11 52 750 ..Jerome .. 826
12 85 12 07 7 67 ..Moscow.. 820
1 06 18 30 8 07 ..Hanover. 809
1 17 12 60 8 18 ..Pulaski .. 769
1 88 1 88 840 .. Homer.. 7 87
9 05 942 909 ..Marshall 7 11
9 17 8 10 922 ...Ceresco.. 6 89
2 38 8 52 940 BatUe Cr’k 640
256 440 P. M. ^Augusta.. A- H.
sot 4 57
Torlville..
..Richland..
8 10 5
..Montleth.
8 45 680
....Fisk,...
3 53 6 60
..Kellogg..
704
8 59
A Allegan L
4 10 725
>. M. P. M.
.
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p. x. P. X.
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82
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4 00

887
8 22 300
808 280
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1 69 11 55
1 88 11 00
1 12 986
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Apples, 9 bushel ...........
Beans, 9 bushel ...........
Butter, 9 lb ................
Eggs per dozen ....................

Honey per
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22
15
09
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27
11 21
11 10

5 46
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738
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11
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$
®
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For

Alabastine, Whiting and Colors in

(Cerrectedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)

The superintendent in charge of the grading and
Improvingof Tenth street special street assessment district, reported that according to terms of
contract,the contractor for dolus the work wonld
have the Job completedand ready for acceptance
by tho Common Council at noon of the Uth day of
October, 1884.

On motion of Aid. Kantera—
Resolved,That the Connell meet at their rooms
at 1 o’clock p. m., Wednesday, October 15, and go
in a body to examine the work.— Adopted.
On motion of Aid. Boyd—
Reeolved,That the request of the petitioners In
regard to a change of grade on Eleventh atreet, be
and Is hereby granted.— Which said resolution
was adopted by yeu and nave as follows: Yeas.
Rose, Beukema,Bargess, Kanters, Nyland and
Boyd. Nays, none.
On motion of Aid. Boyd—
Resolved,That the city surveyor be and Is herebv
instructed to change the grade stskea on Eleventh
atreetso as to comply with the request of the petition, and to superintendthe work or improvsment.— Adopted.
The clerk regortedthe following proposals for
graveling Tenth street speflal street assessment
district, to-wlt: P. Berahnls and P. Konlng. for
gravel from the pit of J. De Vries, of the kind
nsed on Ninth street, for 69# cents per cubic
yard; E.J. Harrington. lr.,H. Boone andG. J.
Boone, for gravel from the pit of G. J. Boone,
Groningen,for 67 cents per cubic yard.
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SSTAIL.

Buckwheatper bnshel ............
Bran, per 1» As ..................
Barley per 180 As. ................
Clover seed per A
..........
Corn Meal, per 100 As .............
Corn, shelled,per bushel ..........
Flour, per barrel ...................
Fine corn meal, per 100 As ........
.....
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9 00
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Attorasyi.

Oiaim Agent, Attorney and

T&SSj seed,

Change

of

Programme.

my fieok aid Stationery business, but “to run It for ell it ia
worth”. So, I will hereafter make my
I

TbSACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and

55

200

per bushel.

conclude not

to aell

person addressedappeared to have

who assumed great

wai concerned
some defect in his brothsr’s eye,
or rather perhaps In something his
brother had been doing, which he considered very wicked. It might possibly
have been sne of those who had not long
ssnclty and goodness, and

finger at him, says,

“Thou

hypocrite,

cut outjfrtfthe beam out of thine own
eye, and then shalt thou seo clearly to pull
out the mete that Is la thy brother’s eye."

The name applied

to this

nice person, so

zeslsns for the good, might appear severe,

but the Master always called men and

by their right names, and never
made any mistakes.
From this leuon we aee the great importance of humbly looking ourselves
over to see what alns and short-comings
we ought to repent of, and reform ourthings

selves before we start out on a crusade to

sins.

compel our neighbors to repent of their
Laicus.

The Houiewife'iFavorite.
We will send free for one entire yean
to every lady who sends us at once the
names of ten married ladies,at same address. ard 12 two-ct. stamps for postage,
anr handsome, entertaining and instructive Journal, devoted to Fashions, Fancy
Work, Decorating, Cooking and House-

Y.

matters. Regular price, f 1.00.
Send to day, and secure next number.
Address, DOMESTIC JOURNAL, Nunda,
hold

N.

87-8m.

Notice.

Ittv Clerk.

now. The
mao who

Since I started using Dr.

Connell adjourned.

GEO. H. SIPP,

Any body can

catch

a

cold

keep a

We

advise oar readers

bottle of Dr. Ball’s

bnlldlngof said canal Proposals lobe
addressed to the Common Council of the
City of Holland and endorsed, “Proposal
for balldlng a canal for water works purposes." For further InformationInquire
ef the City Clerk, or of engineer Beukema,
at the water works building.
By order of the Common Connell
37Gko. H. Sipp. City Clerk.

It.

Quinsy troubled me for twenty years.
trie OU,

have

Thomsi’ Eclechad an attack. Mrs.

__

These are Solid Foote
The best blood

not

uough Syrup Letts Conrad, Steodlsb, Mich.

Special AueMors’ Notice!
City of

Holland,

)

purifier and system regu-

Clerk’s office, October 7, 1884. f
latest improved lator ever placed within the reach of sufTo Mrs. J. Ailing, Cornells Bonwman,
pump machinery, fering humanity, truly is Electric Bitters. Dirkje Hoffman, Plster Pfanstiehl, Abraand is prepared to
ham Van Planken, Jao Yisscher, Thomas
Inactivityof the Liver, Bilieusoess,Jaun-

furnish pumps,
drive points, iron dice, Constipation, Weak Kidneys,or any
or wooden pipes, disease ef the urinary organa, or whoever
at wholesale or rerequires an appetizer, tonic or mild stinmtail, at the most
reasonable prices; lant, will always find Elactric Bitterstha
also agricnllart best and only certain core known. They
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Resolved,That the work of gradingand otherwise improvingTenth streetspecial street assessment district be and is hereby accepted, that the
contractor be paid according to terms of contract,
and a warrant is hereby ordered Issued on the city
treasurer for the moneys.— Which said resolution
was adopted bv yeas and nays
follows: Tom,
Ter Vree, Beukema, Burgess,Werkman, Kantera
and Nyland. Nays, none.

WILIMIS, bandy. _

I

486
140

Flae'tonMeali
Vod
Fine
Corn
Feed, 9 ton
to .............
“ 9 100
KX A ............

IF.

beads about people wht were not present.

Sealed proposals will be received by the
Common Council of the City of Holland,
Hollaed, Mich., Oct. 15, 1884.
Michigan, until Tuesday, 7.-30 o’clock p.
The Common Council met pursuant to adjourn- m., October 21st, 1884, for the building of
ment and in the absence of tne mayor was called
a canal for water works purposes, each
to order by the prealdent pro tem. Aid. Ter Vree.
Membera present; Aid. Ter Vree, Beukema, bidder to furnish his own plans for doing
Burgess, Werkman, Kanters, Nyland and the the work, protecting the banka, and faroclerk.
iihing his own material, the canal to be
On motion of Aid. Benkema the Council pro- about 220 feet lang, 6 feet wide, In the
ceeded to Tenth street to review tho grading
dear, and 5 feet deep below the present
work on said street.
water level of the river. At least two seta
After their retnrn to the Connell rooms, on moof strainer gatu will be required in the
tion of Aid. Werkman—

to

78
1 10
4 10
1 15

short-

Council adjourned to Wednesday, 1 o'clock pm. October18, 1884.

caught the bear.
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and
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trouble is to let go, like the

(

faults

tha

Drag Store.
Kremers & Bangs.

80

awn

comings, rather than to talk over their

Ha

oil, go to the Central

Sraln, Feed, Eto.
WHOLSSALI.)

Train Gonnectiona.

proWAKD, D.,

sale.
80-lt

a. m. [A. X.

At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Dundee, with T. A. A. A G. T. At Britton,with
Wabash, St Lonis A Pacific. At Tecumaeh, with
Lake Shore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
L.S.AM.8. At Hanover with L. 8. AM. 8. At
Homer, with L. B. A M. 8. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Marshall, with M. 0. R. R. At BatUe Creek, with
ChicagoA Grand Trank and M. C. R. R. At Montelth, with Grand Rapids A Indiana. At Allegan,
with ChicagoA West Mich, and L. 8. A M. 8.
Trains all daily except
__
__
B. McHUGH,

-

W

1 25
19
17
16
80

.....................
Onions, per bushel ................
Poutoes.pejbushel ...............
&

585
5 15

farm

25 chattels will be offered ter sale: 1 span of
00 berses, 1 wagon, 1 buggy, 1 ox, 1 fat
18
steer, 1 breedingsow, 1 store hog, 2 stoves,
18
14 1 straw stack, 1 corn sheller, 1 double har60 ness, 1 single harness, and several ether
28
articles. Terms made known on day of
E. J. Harrington,
Mortgagee.

1

100 920
12
12
12
12
11

auction sale will be held at the

ofE. J. Harrington, near Macatawa park,
at 9 o’clock, a. m., Monday, October 29
Harrington.) 1884, at which the following goods and

Produce, Etc.

have been usually his way

property abutting on Eleventh street, eak that the
grade at present established on said street may be
changed so that our property and health shall not
be injured. We aobmit that as we pay the entire
------of. Ihle improvement
---------- that we are
expense
art th«
the
I In having
an “Impersons most directlyinterested
hi
provement” and not ao •Injury” to our proporty before accnsed the Maeter of breaking the
and tract. That upon our pona, indy oil, ih«
Sabbath.
evidently proposed to be
claim that an Incline la ncceMary to carry off th«
water ia an absurdity too apparent for argument. very nice and axactlog, aa it was a mere
In our opinion upon said •tract
undulations occasionedby the change w« desire is mate be beheld and officially noticed.
more pleating to the eye than a dead level.
The Muter flret argues the matter with
thereforeask that no more fill be made at the eMt
end of said street than is now made, and that the him, thawing tha onreaaonablenew ot his
light elevation In the said stress be cut 90 Inches
coarse, and then, perhaps painting his
Instead of thirty as now proposed.— Accepted.

86-4!

.Fillmore..

to

about

to

Allegan.

seems

concerning their

Notice is hereby given that the Board
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
X>
of Registration of the city of Holland will
From Holland to
From Grd. Rapids
meet at the following places in said city,
Grand Ka rids.
to Holland.
TTREMEKS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Resi* on Saturday, the flrst day of November,
pm. p.m. a.m.
a.m. p.m. p.m. Av dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
IS 05 8 00 +5 00 ...Holland ..... 10 10 1 15 » 50 street. Office at the drug store of Kremers A A. D. 1884, between the bears of 8 t’clock
3 19 5 18 ....Zeeland ..... 10 02
9 40 Bangs. Office hoars from 11 a. m. to 19 m., and a. m. and 8 o’clock p. m., for the purpose
3 30 5 S3 ..Hadsonvilie... 9 45
9 15 from
of completingthe lists of qualified voters
to
50-ly
3 43 550 ....Grandville... 9 82
8 55
ef the several wards of said city:
10 45 4 00 0 10 ..Grand Rapids.. 9 15 i2 25 +8 35 VTATES. O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Offlte
In the flrst ward, at the Common Coun
p.m. p.m. a. m.
a. ra. p.m. p.m.
X at residence ou the corner of River and
Eleventh streets, formerly occupiedby the late cil rooms.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
Dr. B.
4S-ly.
In the second ward, at the office of H. D.
From Holland to
From Mnskeeon
Post.
Muskegon.
to Holland.
AT ANTING, A. G., Phvsician and Surgeon
In the third ward, at the store of Boot
p.m. a.m. a. m.
IfX office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty,
IP- ra.tp.m. p.m.
3 O) 10 10 +5 20 ....Holland. ... 1 Hi 3 00 9 4(1 Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p.
26-ly.
& Kramer.
On motion of Aid. Boyd—
3 25 10 30 5 55 ...West Olive...
2 35 9 17
In the fourth ward at the residenceof
8 35 10 40 6 10
Resolved,That the contract for graveling Tenth
2 27 9 07
Phtographsr.
Geo.
H.
81pp.
400 11 00 6 85 ..Grand Haven.. 12 25 205 8 50
streetspecial street assessmentdLirlct bo and Is
Signed, J. A. Ter Vree, M. W. Rose, hereby awarded to E. J. Harrington, Jr., H. Boons
4 05 11 08 640 ...Ferrysburg... 12 20 2 no B4(
TJIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.G»l4 40 1) 45 7 15 ...Muskegon...11 55 1 25 +8 05 XX lery opposite this office.
John BeuKema, A. M. Burgess, R. E. and G. J. Boone.
p m. p.m. a.m.
p. m. p. m. p.m.
On motion of Aid. Rose—
Werkman, L. T. Kanters, A. J. Nyland,
WatohsiaadJsvsiry.
That the city clerk advertlre one inALLEGAN BRANCH.
David L Boyd, Board of Registrationof
sertion in the HollajidCity News for bids for
From Holland
From Allegan to
the city of Holland.
l)REYMAN,OTTO
Watchmaker,
Jeweler,
and
Holland.
building a canal for water works purposes,each
X> dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
Dated, Holland,Mich., Oct. 7, 1888.
blddei to furuish his own plans for doing the
p. m. a. m.la. m.
p. m. a.m. p. m. and Eighth Street.
work.— Adopted.
^
300 •8 00| 10 10 ..Holland.. 5 10 10 10 1 35
B.,

sermon preached nearly 1900 years

to addresa his hearers plainly and directly

The following petition signed by O. B. Yates
and seven others

a

ago by the Divine Master.

placed on file.

Holland,

City of
Clerk’s office, October

T>H(ENIX HOTEL.

brethren the passage selected for

our Instruction this morning, la taken

Special

10-ly

Hew:

“Andwhybeholdsit thou tbs mote that Is in thy
brother's eye. but percelvest not th« beam that
Is Id thine owd eyef Either bow aost thou
•ay to yonr brother. 'Brother, let me puli out
the mote that ia Id thine eye,’ when thou thyself beholdeit not the beam that is In thine own
eyef Thou hypocriteecast out flrst the beam
out of thine own eye. and then shalt thou aeo
clearlyto pull out the mote that la In tblno

jpditumal

1

657.

A Lay Sermon.

Hollamd, Mich., Octobor14, 1864,
pursuant to a call
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrderfrom the mayor and was called to order by the
W.VAitDgnBiRo’sFamilyMediclnesjRlverSt.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
mayor.
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Membera prevent:Mayor Beach, Aid. Rom,
FellowsHall, Holland, Mich., onTuesdayEvening
Beukoma, Burgeia, Kanters Nyland, Boyd, and
of each week
the clerk.
Visltingbrothers
arecordiallylnvlted
OFFICE: No. 82 EIGHTH STREET.
iness.
L. D. Baldos, N. G.
Reading ofthemlnatMdiBpenMd
with and tha
William Baumqabtil, K. S.
regular order ef business suspended.
firaituts.
The following bills were presented for payment:
F. ft ft. K.
Editor and Publisher.
J. Loams, labor en bridge, Pine atreet ..... $ 4 87
Vf EYEK, BROUWER A CO., Dealers in all
...... 4 87
ItI kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper, ARzouLABCommunicatlon of Uxitt Lodob. D. Meyboer,
..... 125
Terms of Snbeoriptien:
No. 191.F. A A. M..wli)be held at MasonlcHall J.
Carpets, Coffins,Pictnre Frames, etc.: River st.
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock sharp, on Wednesday R. Van den Berge, one load of etone for
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if
street crossings .......................... I 00
evenings. Jan. 9, Feb. 8, March 5, April 9, May 7,
Ssisral fisalira.
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
June 4, July 2. Aug. 6. Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 29, John Roost, 45 yds gravel, delivered....... 85 88
44 yds gravel at pit .......... 5 50
paid at six months.
XT AN PUTTEN G„ A SONS., General Dealers Nov. 96, Dec. 81. Bt John's days June 24, and
—Allowed and warrantaordered lasued on the
in Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats Dec. 27.
city
treasurer
for the several amounU.
R. B. Best, W.M.
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street.
JOB PRDfflHBProDiDtl^aDdHsatlyEiecQtei
D.L.Botd.&c’v.
The clerk reportedan aealgnment by Pieter
BotiU.
Konlng^andP. Berghuls, to Gabriel Van Patten,
of all payments aatbey may fall doe, by terms of
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
ffllTY HOTEL. Williams Bros., Proprietors.
contractbelwMn the city of Holland and laid
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)78 cents for
jfofal.
\J The only flrst-clus Hotel in thecitv. Is
above parties, for the grading,graveling, and
flrst insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
locatedin the business center ot the town, and has
otherwise improvingthat part ot Eleventh street
insertionfor any period under three months.
one ot the largest and best sample rooms in the
lying between the west aide of River end the cenS H. 6 «. 1 1 T.
State. Free bus in connection with the Hotel.
Assessors’ Notice. ter of Maple streets.—Accepted and ordered

VAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

NO.

Sullivan,Wm. Butksu,

Henry Baum,
owner unknown and owner unknown.
Yon and each of yon are hereby notified

that a special assessmentroll, for the repair at sidewalks, has been reported by
the board of assessors to the Common
Connell of the city of Holland, and filed
act surely and quickly, every bottle guar- lo this office, and that the Comman Connanteed or money refunded. Sold at fifty ell has fixed upon the 28th day of October
A. D. 1884, at 7:80 o’clock p. m., at the
vance Mower, the Brand de Tours three- cents a bottle by H. Walsh.
Common Connell roams in said city, ss
hoite sulky plow, the Bissel,South Bend
the time and place when and where they
plow, best In the market, the HemmingSimple Justice requires that DeLand’s will meet with the board of assessors ta
ton Iron-beam steel plow, Kalamazoo Seda and Saleratusshould bi given the review said roll.
Spring Tooth dregs, the best straighttooth
By order of the Common Council
leading place in the public esteem. It bss
harrow for finish ing land made, containGko. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
ing 60 teeth, SontL Bend steel grain drills, been, and Is, one of the greatest health
8 inches for every tooth, Dowagiac Wheel promoters of the age.
Stole.
Spring Tooth harrows,seeders and cultivator* combined, Albion Wheel Spring
Far Colds, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis The twa-stoiy dwallingbouse next west
Tooth seeder* and harrow* comblneo,
ot the Public School building. There is
Studebakerfarm and freight wagons, and Sore Throat use Dr. Thomsi’ Eclec- one full lot facing on Tenth street and oneKalamazoo open
top buggies, trlc Oil, and get the genuine.
half lot facing on Eleventh street. The
new kind of walking cnltlTatora, 5-tooth,
price asked is $900, part cash, and the
A venr floe assortment ef silk plash balance In one year. For further infer8-tootb, and 2-shovel, Detour sulky cultivators, Aultman and Russel & Co. steam cloaks, Rnsslsn circulars,Nswpart cloaks motion apply to
Isaac Fairbanks.
87-41
tbreashers.. Engines from one-horse to and dolmans of all kinds sod priest bava
one thousand-horsepower. Call and see bean received at D. Bertsch’s. Ladle*

86-81

For

and

-

JD

dealer in Grain. Flour and Prodnce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor Eighth A Fish streets,Holland. Mich. 17

Holland, Sept. 12, 1881
Diamond Dye* in
tral

Drag Store, only

all

colare at the Cen-

10 cento.

my new goods before purchasing else-

where.

P. H. WILMS,

River 8t., Holland, Mich., Apr. 10, *84
10-tj.

call

and

city, _
:

sea

my stack and bs convinced

that It is tha cheapest as wall aa tha finest in this
D. BERTBCH.

87-tf

Ladies’ and Gants’ cotton and woolen

Underwear In

endless quantity at

17-tf

D.

BERTSCH’S.

will

organize in

ginyl*
Louis G. Shapeb, a well-known

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
Green,

Jb., of

manu-

facturersand New York merchants out of
$200,000, was arrested last week at New
York, having but recently returned from
Europe>. . .The opera house at Bethlehem,
Pa., and four adjoining buildings were destroyed by fire. The loss is about $100,000.
Danng
j the progress or
of me
the names
flames some
whisky barrelswere rolled into the street.
The firemen broke in the heads andi partook freely of the liquor. Many of them
became helplessly drunk. One man was
fatally injured....Refusing to accept reduced wages, 3,000 men in Oliver Brothers
& Phillips’ rolling mills at Pittsburgh have
been locked out.
.

Marked and

returns from the Ohio election,received up to
the morning of the 16th indicate a Republican
majority of 15, ow) to 18,000. A dispatch from
Colmnbns ttys: The Democratsconcede the
State by 10,000, and trnst to full returns from
the cities to keep It within the limit. *
The ratio of Republicanga ns shows abont an
averageof 46 per cent. The majority will very
nearly equal If it doea not exceed the majority
for Secretary of State In 1880, which was 19.000.
Comparedwith that vote, abont oue-thlrd of the
l.sirjwards and precinctsIn the State show a
net Democraticga n of 179. while the same wards
and precinctsshow a net Republican gain of
10,246 over the vote for Governor In 1863, the
vote npon which the present estimates are
based. The Democratic majority In thatelection was 12,620, and ap average gain of seven
votes for each ward and precinct was necesaary
to overcome that majority. The result has
shown that the gain for each was more
than double that nnmber. Hamilton

WASHINGTON.

^rhotvo yean ago, by forged orders and

armed men invaded the

The

United States Supreme Court met
The number of cases on the
docket is 1,025, or 54 less than at the cor-

last Monday.

responding time last year.

The Commissioner of

the General

Office reports receiptsof $11,840,993

Land
from

sales of public lands during the fiscal year.

He favors withdrawing from sale or entry
timber lands until they can
be appraised.
all distinctive

County, which gave

Democratic ma-

.....

Congressional nominations: Fourth
Wisconsin District, L W\ Van Schaick, Re-

W.

Eaton, Democrat; Thirty-first New York,
Robert 8. Stevens, Democrat; Thirtieth
Pa., compelled the proprietorto give them New York, Charles 8. Baker, Republican;
$1,000 which he had secreted,and then Eighteenth Illinois, Henry M. Moore,
departed firing their weapons. ,. .At Alle- Prohibitionist;Fourth Arkansas, J. N. Bar- Taylor,
gheny City, Pa., Leo Brigel, aged 13, de- ber, Republican.
orate
stroyed the eyesight of Bertie Black, a
•The straight Republicans of Missouri fevre;
house of Joseph Gates in White Township,

k-

a

jority of 2,000 last year, has now given a Republicanmajority estimatedat 2,600 as a minimum, the Democrats having carried it by 1,900
and 1,200 at the last two elections.Cuyahoga
County gave a Republican majority estimated
loTThe Republicans
all the way from 1,500 to 3,000.
claim ten Congrcssmensure,concedingthe Democrats only five and leavingseven in doubt,
classing them as follows :
Republicanselected: First District,Ben Butterworth;Second, Ben E. Brown; Eighth, John
Little; Ninth. W. C. Cooper; Fourteenth,C. H.
Grosvenor; Seventeenth,J. D. Taylor: Eighteenth, Isaac_H. Taylor: Nineteenth,Ena B.

POLITICAL.

publican; First Connecticut, William

Sixth,

AV

E. Beney; Thirteenth, Joseph H.

met at Macon, and nominated a full State
ticket, headed by Odon Guitar for Govmine, near Wilkesbarte,Pa., killed two ernor. J. Milton Turner is the candidate
for Railroad Commissioner.
men.
Hoo cholera is prevailingto an alarming John Quincy Adams declined the Demextent
Eastern Pennsylvania....ocratic nominationfor Congress from the
Diphtheria has become epidemic at Astoria, Second District of Massachusetts, and the

Gather-

waits; Fifteenth, Berlah Wilkins. It

is

estimated that the total vote in the State will
reach 800,000. Nothing Is known at this time
of the Greenback or Prohibitionvote, but it
is presumably small, except in th i Hocking
valley and other labor districts,where there
are great numbers of unemployedmen. The
Greenback vote Is believedto be so slight us
to come under the head of scattering.The
day In Cincinnati was a bloody one. Albert
Bussell, a colored Deputy Sheriff, was shot dead
by John Payne, a Republican Deputy Marshal
Several others were badly wounded, Including a
woman.--'

in

IndependentRepublicansplaced Dr. Wm.
L. L
. .The window-glassmanufacturers
emocrats nomiof Pittsburgh are consideringthe advis- Everett in the field. The De
ability of closing their works, owing to the nated Weston Howland in the First Massachusetts and Charles L. Mitchellin the
dullness of trade.
.

.

West Virginia.
Second Connecticut. The Democrats put
A
dispatch from Wheeling.W. Va., says reforward John Power in the Eleventh Michiturns leave no doubt that Wilson, Democratic
gan District -and J. G. Ballautine in the candidatefor Governor,has carried the State.
The
Weeklu Register,Democratic,claims the
Seventh Tennessee.
At the outer end of the Hyde Park waterin by from
election of Wilson
Irom 7,000 to
to lo.ooo. The
Charleston (W. Ya.) dispatch:A sen- vote is the largestever polled In the State.
works, just southward of Chicago, fifteen
sational scene occurred when the train Chairman Cowden, of the Btate Republican
laborershad been living in a cabin built on
Committee, concedesthe State to the Democrats
bearing Gen. Logan and party reached Hin- by 3,000. Chairman Leonard, of the Democratic
a platform in the lake. The other morning
ton. The General was speaking from the Committee, claims the Btate by 10,000.
the structurewas toppled over by the waves.
Sparks from the engine fired campaign
The Chicago life-saving crew rescued rear platform of his car, when he was interrupted
by
a
man
named
West,
who
torches
in the express car of a train befive of the sufferers from . the timbers
to which they had clung for hours. pushed forward through the throng to with- tween Now Richmond and Deer Park, Wis.,
Ten of the party probably lost in a few feet of the vehicle. “You raised alarming the travelers.Boxes of carttheir lives in the angry sea..... the first rebel flag in Illinois, and I want to
ridges also exploded, causing the destrucIn Elkhoro Cut, twenty-five miles from shake hands with yon,” the fellow shrieked,
tion of the mail and express cars. The
stretching
out
his
hand.
"Who
said
so?”
Omaha, on the Union Pacific, a light engine
registered mail was saved, but some
and a freight train dashed together, one of bellowed Logan, furiously.“I don’t know
poaches and the express matter were dethe locomotivesand several cars being de- who," returnedWest, unabashed, “but I
stroyed'. •
know
it’s
so.”
“You
are
a
liar!"
howled
molished. The engineer and fireman of
The marriage of Ida Tberese Foote,
the freight were caught in the wreck and Logan, and craning his neck over the railroasted to deathL....The Indiana Supreme ing he spat in the intruder’sfoce. The man daughter of Capt. Foote of the United
Court has decided that it has no power to slunk off, and Logan afterward remarked to States Navy, to Lord Montague Panlet,son
respite or grant pardon to convicted crimi- a friend that he regretted not having a
nals. The law conferring that power on mouthful of tobacco jnice to make use of of the Marquis of Winchester, took place
in St George’s Church, London, Queen
any other person than the Governor is un- in punishing West’s audacity.
Victoria and the Prince and Princess of
constitutional.
The Drummers’ National Committee met Wales sent costly presents.
Day Bbothers & Co., dry goods dealers at Louisville,Ky., and issued a circular
Near Monougahela City, Pa., a steer
at Peoria,111., made an assignment just ten calling npon the drummers in every State
wrecked a coke train, one man being
minutes before United States Marshal in the Union to hold State conventions and
killed, another fatally scalded,and a third
Jones stepped into the establishmentto appoint a popular resident drummer for
lector in every district Mulhntton starts seriously injured, The locomotive and
make a seizure for Eastern creditors. A elecfc
on
his campaign tour shortly, visiting twelve cars were demolished.
partial statementshows: Secured claims,

THE WEST.

>

$200,000; other liabilities,$122,000; assets,
$80,000... .L. Blanden
Co.'s steam
flouring mill at Fort Dodge, Iowa, was destroyed by fire, with 2,000 sacks of
flour and 10,000 bushels of wheat. The loss
is $75,000, with $30,000 insurance....
During a Democratic demonstration at Clinton, Ohio, one man was killed and two
badly injured by the explosion of a cannon.

Frank Hatton has been

Southern cities.

t

appointed Post-

master General to succeed Judge Gresham,

GENERAL.

appointed Secretary of the Treasury. Mr.

assumed the duties of

Hatton has
position.

On the invitation of forty churches of

new

his

vicinity, the American Board of
The two houses of the Vermont LegisCommissioners for Foreign Missions,in
lature took separate ballots for United
session at Columbus, decided to meet next ______
_____ _
States
Senator. Justin S. Morrill received
....Small-pox,supposed to have been year at Boston, and will then celebrate the 1 204 votesrandTimothy P. Bedfie’idS
brought by emigtauts, is spreading rapidly completion of the ‘seventy-fifthyear of its
in the vicinity of Brookings, D. T.

Miss Maby Hoyt, daughter of the
Jesse Hoyt, the millionaire,visited a

late

New

York police station the other night, abused
and hurled missilesat the officer in charge,
and was locked up for being drunk and
disorderly. She made a scene in a Justice’s
Court and was fined $10. As she had been
an inmate of an asylum in 1882, her friends
declarethat she was temporarilyinsane,but
not intoxicated.

The Third Presbyterian Church, at the
comer of Ashland and Ogden avenues,
Chicago, was destroyed by fire. The flames
broke out in the organ loft and almost immediately spread to the trestle work of the

Boston and

:tii&^o^\foZa:rP^;
exploHion of gunpowder. Four men were

injured.

j™ to

sss:

i

^ ™

rrv?

rduced

go, 62; Now York.G'J: Philadelphia, 39 ; ; t° ‘be. concave sphere of the heavens,
Cleveland. 34; and Detroit, 22. The Metro- one Wlth tbe revolutionof the stars.—
politnn Club, of New York, has won the
Emerson. _ __________
championshipof the American Association.
'
The record of the games won is as follows:
THE MARKETS.
Metropolitan,65; Louisvilleand Cincinnati,

&
I
|

~

,

NEW YORK.

Reeves ..........................W.50 ft 8.00
Hooh ............................ 6.25 @ 5.75
Floi’K— Kxtra. ................... 3.00 & 4.00

Wheat—Xo.

2 Spring ............ .83
No. 2 Red ............... .88

Cons -No. 2 ...... ..............
oat --White ....................
.

1’ohk —

New

to

.

FOREIGN.

tence.

.63
.30

(d> .85
(<t> .90

&

.05
.40

&

Mess ................17.00 ($17.60

CHICAGO.

Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 7.00 & 7.50
Good Shipping ........ 0.00 <$ 6.50

.

Common

to Fair .......

Fix>uu~Fancy Wliito Winter Ex
Good to Chofte Bpring.

.

5.25

<* 5.00
& 6.00

4.25

&

4.03

4.75

.

4.00 © 4.50
No. 2 Spring ............ .77
.78
No. 2 Red Winter .......
.79
.80
Corn— No. 2 ........ ............. .57 ($ .68
Oats— No. 2 ...................... .20 1$ .27
Rye— No. 2 ....................... .64
.55
Barley— No. 2 ................... .01
.63
.

^
&

Wheat—

.

@

&

Bitter— Choice Creamery ......

.20

Fine Dairy .............
Cheese— Full Cream ............

.20
.11
.08

<$
(3
<$

&

.28
.24

.12)*

Skimmed Flat .........
.09
Fresh ..................... .17 ($ .18
Potatoe-— Now, per bn. ......... .28 <$ .30
10.25
Pork- Mess ......................
16.75
Laud ............................. •07!*a .07%

Egos—

TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... .76
Corn-No. ...................... .50
2

Oats— No.

2

...................... .20

MILWAUKEE.

@
&
0

.77
.68
.28

Dakota Methodist Episcopal Con- • Premier Ferry is reported to have said Wheat No. 2
75 @ .76
ference adopted a resolution refusing to a few days ago that Fiance is prepared to Corn— No. ...................... .57 & .58
Oats— No. ...................... .29 <$ .81
consent to admission of tho Territory ns a make arrows of every sort of wood to fire Barley— No. ................... .56 CD .68
State unless its constitutioncontained pro- at England unless she gave satisfactionto PoHK-Mess ......................10.15 <316.76

The

.

2

2

2

— Ten

cases of glanders were
discovered at Vincennes, Iowa ____ The Rev.
J. M. Robinson, of Indianapolis, was
found dead in a sleeping-car berth at
Peoria.

ME

SOUTH.

dence Requisites— The Disfranchised Glasses.
Under the electoral system practicedIn this
country the States have the exclusivepower of
declaring, each for itself, which of the citlxens
shall vote; but in no case shall any person be
excluded from voting on account of race, color,
or previous condition of servitude. The States,
however, cannot grant the franchise Indiscriminately. for the National Government has tho
exclusive authority to declare who shall be
citizens. Any Btate may adopt an educational
or propertyfranchise or condition, providingIt

France in reference to Egypt ____ The British commodore on the Australian station
has been instructed to proclaim a protectorate over the sonthem coasts of New
Guinea.... An army of 8,000 will be
sent by the British Governmentto proceed again st
Boers for vio-

the

lence committed beyond the boundary

Lard ...........................
8T. LOUIS.

Wheat-No.
Corn— Mixed

7.25

&

7.76

2 ...................
.79 (<? .80
..................... .51
.62
...................... .20 <$ .27
Rye.... .......................... .00 1$ .62
Pouk-Mcss ......................10.25 @16.75

oatb— No.

&

2

CINCINNATI
Wheat-No.

@
@
@

Red ............... .81
.83
Corn ............................. .57
.69
Oath— Mixed ..................... .28
.30
PoaK-Mess ......................16.75 @17.25
Lard ............................. .O7?3<0 .07%
2

J. A. Buckner, editor of the Cmlf Coast lines of the Transvaal country ____
Herald, was found dead near Tarpon A brigade of the French army in Africa will
DETROIT.
be sent to re-enforoe tho troops in TonSprings, Fla. Haring quarreledwith Jiis
Flour ............................6.60 @ 6.00
quin.... The Mudir of Dongola and the
Wheat-No. l White. ........... .80 @ .81
mistress, she fled with a negro and Buckner
Corn— Mixed ..................... 54 0 .60
followed after, and nothing was heard of
.30 & .81
Oats-No. 2 Mixed .............
Pork— New Moss .................18.00 @18.60
him till found dead. . ..
,j
INDIANAPOLIS.
While target practice was being carried
Wheat-No. 2 Red, Now ......... .78 <§ .79
Corn— Mixed ................... .61 0 .53’
on on board the United States steamer
Oath— Mixed .....................
0 .27
Standish at Annapolis, with a number of
EAST LIBERTY.
i speech
CATTLE-Be*t
............ ........ 6.00 0 6.50
cadets on board, a guu burst, three of its livered at Kalso made a severe attack tui
Fair ...... .............. 6.60 & 6.00
pieces of great weight doing seriousdamage Gladstone's redistributionscheme,
Common....; .......... 4.00 M 4.50
to the vessel and carrying away consider- continues to be the topic above all others Hogs.. ...........................5.75 0 6.25
feiiKKP •••
4.00 0 4.60
able of the rigging,but fortunately injuring discussed by politicians!

.

..

,

.

.

citii

__

\

____________

States soldiers, non-payers of capitation tax,
duelists, convicts, idiots,and Innatlcs, cab vote
after a residence of twelve month* in the State
and three months In towns. Registration la required.
In West Virginia, actual citizens,except convicts, paupers, and lunatics,can vote after a
residence of one year In the Btate and six monttm
in the county. Registrationis prohibited by
the constitution.
In Wisconsin,citizens or those who have de-

clared their Intentionof becoming so, except

duelists, bribers, betters, convict*, lunatics,and
Idiots, may vote after a residence of one year In
the State.
It will be observedthat but one State, Kenapplies equally to all citizens.
tucky, requires a residenceof more than one
Under the Constitution of the United States year
aria
‘
In the
State before aoqniringthe right to
"all persons born or naturalizedIn the United
vote; twenty-five require one year, eight require
States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof s«x months, one requires font months, and two
are citizensof the United States and of the State require but three months. Only one, Kentucky,
wherein they reside:" and “no State shall mako In its laws, oonfilotewith the Constitution of the
or enforce any law whioh shall abridgethe privl- United States.
leges or immunities
munitles of citizens of the United
States; nor shall any State deprive any person
of life, liberty,or propertywithout dne process
of law, nor de
leny to any person within its Jurisdiction the equal protection of the law." In all
The Second Man on the Prohibition Ticket
States the right of suffrage Is limited to male
Declares His Principles.
citizens 21 years of age, except that in Colorado.
Massachusetts,and a few other States women
William Daniel, the Prohibition candidatefor
are permitted to vote at school-district elec- Vice President, has issued his formal letter of
tions. There Is a great lack of uniformity in acceptanceof the nomination. It discusses In
the suffragelaws of the several States, as tho detail tbe basis of prohibition, .reviews the
followingwill show:
growth and extent of the prohibitory law, shows
In Alabama the requirement is that the wherein the sentimentis not utilized, that drink
voter must be a citizen,or have declared his demoralizationla on the Increase, that officials
intention to become a citizen, must have been fall to enforce the law; it speaks of tbe policy
in the State one year, in the county three of nationaland Btate Governments, gives a
months, and in the voting precinct one month. method for changing tho policy, holds that the
Indians, idiots, and men convicted of crime present parties are opposed to the refoimat-on,
can not vote.
and pleads that the presenceof tho Prohibition
In Arkansas,citizens,or those who have de- party is a necessity.
clared their Intentionto become such, except
Mr. Daniel holds that the necessityfor proIndians, idiots,and criminals, may vote after a hibition Is based npon the facts that the llqnor
residenceof one year in the State, six months traffic la the producing cause of a large part of
In the county,and one month in tho voting pre- the crime, poverty, insanity, snlcidi's,and discinct. Registration is prohibited as being a bar eases that exist In the land; that It Is the gntkt
to suffrage.
disturber of the public peace, as well as the deIn California, only actual citizens can vote stroyer ot domestic peace and happiness;that
after having been one year In the State, ninety it renders life, liberty, and poperty insecure,
days in the county,and thirty days In the vot- and Imposes upon the community heavy burdens
ing precinct Registration la required by law, of taxation without equivalent or consent; that
and Chinese, Indians, idiots, and convicts are Its legitimate tendency Is to produce “Idleness,
excluded from voting.
vice, and debauchery,and te create nuisances.
In Colorado, citizens,or those who have de- The Supreme Court of the United States and
clared their Intention to become such, may vote the highest courts of tho States have decided
after a residenceof six months In the State, that law* entirely prohibiting the traffic areconpersons in prison only being excluded. Regis- stltutlonal; that "idleaneaa.vloe.and debauchery*
tration Is required by the constitution.
being cancers on the body politic, endangering
In Connecticut, actual citizens, except those its very life, there must of necessity lie inherent
unable to read and convicts, can vote after a power in it to remove them. In order to prevent
residence of one year In the State, and six It* own destruction. In such decisionsthese
months in the county and voting preoinct. oonrts have also held that these laws are for the
Registration is required by law.
protection of society,and not for the regulation
In Delaware,actual oonnty taxpayers,except or control of the conduct of the individual, ana
oonvlcts, the insane,paupers, and idiota,may hence in no sense partaking of the characterof
vote after a residence of one year In the State “sumptuary laws,' as they are so often falsely
and one month in the county.
and knowingly styled by the llqnor leagues and
In Florida, citizens of the United States, or politiciansof one of the great political parties:
those who have declaredtheir intention to be- and that neither are they restrictiveof “personal
come such, except betters on elections,duelists. liberty,"except in so far as they restrain the inIdiots,the insane, and crlmlnala, can rote after dividual from Inflictinginjury npon others or
a residenceof one year in the State and six upon society.In all snch cases the public safemonths in the county. RegistrationIs required ty must l>e the supreme law.
by the constitution.
The letterreviews the growth of the prohibiIn Georgia, actual citizens, except non taxpay- tion sentimentfrom the enactment of the Maine
rs, criminals, idiots,and the insane, can vUe law in 1861 to the present day, and shows that
alter a residenceof one year In tbe State and the feeling is now regarded as a great force in a
six months in the oountv.
majorityof the State* of tbe Union. In spite of
In Illinois,actual citizens, except convicts, the strength of the sentiment,it is unorganized
may vote after a residenceof one year in the and of no great monetary and political pow. r.
State, ninety days in the county,ami thirty days There has been too much praying, preaching,
in the voting pi eelnet. Registration Is required and resolving until election day, and not enough
by law.
steadfastness then.
in Indiana, citizens,or those who have deMr. Daniel claims that the policy of the Govclared their intention so to become, except ernment, as illustrated In its jurisdiction over
frandalontvoters and bribers, may vote after a Territories and the District of Columbia, and
residence of six months In the State, sixty days the policy of many States, is to license the evil.
in the county, aud thirty days In the voting i re- He claims that the only way to change these
dnet.
policies is by the election of a straight ProhibiIn Iowa, actual citizens, except crimlna’s, tion ticket, becausethe old parties are opitosed
idiots, and the insane,may vote after a resi- to prohibition, and the snppnssionof the Liquor
dence of six months la the State and sixty davs trafflo is a necessity.
In the connty. Registration Is required by law.
In Kansas, citizens, or those who have de-

IMN H

DANIEL’S ACCEPTANCE.

clared their intention to t>ecome so, except
rebels, convicts, idiots,and the insane, can vote
after a residence of six months in the State and His Second
thirty days in the voting prednet. RegistraIn Kentucky, under the State law, only free
white male citizens,except convict*, can vote
after a residence of two years in the State, one
year in the county, and sixty days In the voting
precinct, but the exclusionof colored citizens
being In conflictwith the Federal Constitution,
the law limiting tho suffrage to white citizens is
of no effect

In Louisiana,citizens,or those who have declared their Intentionto become inch, except

In Massachusetts,
citizens,except paupers, illiterates, non -taxpayers, and persons under
guardians,can vote after a residence of one year
in the State and six months in the precinct.
Registration is required.
In Michigan,citizens,or those who have declared their intention of becomingsuch, except
duelist*, can vote after a residence of three
months In the Btate and ten days in the voting
precinct. Registration Is required.
In Minnesota,citizens,or those who have declared their Intention to become so, except convictB,lunatics, and idiom, can vote after a resltdenoc of four months in the State and ten days
In tho voting precinct Registration Is required.
In Missouri, citizens,or those who have declared their intention to become so, except
United States soldiers,paupers, criminals,and
lunatics, can vote after a resiaenoeof one year
In the State and sixty days In the county. Registration Is required In the oitie* only.
In Mississippi, actual citizens,except criminals, idiots,anti lunatics, can vote after a residence of six months in that State and one mont h
In the connty. Registration Is required.
In Nebraska,citizens,or those who have declared their Intention of becoming so. except
United States soldiers,convicts, and Idiots, can
vote after a residence of six months in the
State. Registration is required.
In Nevada, citizens,or those who have de-

/

BLAINE.

Tour Through the Buckeye
State.

tion is required in dties only.

of

to

hibition

Naturalization,Registration,and Resi-

Ration.
In Vermont, actual citizens, except bribers,
an vote after a residenceof one yet
year in tho
requ

«»>
criminals, idiot*, ana the insane, can vote alter
belong
you, and all men acqmeace. a residenceof one year In tho State, six months
killed and two fatally
I Tlie worltl mU8t be Just- 14 lcave8 In tho cornuy, and thirty days In tho voting
The contest for 'the championshipbe- 1 f61? J?an> wit\ Profound unconcern, precinct
In Maine, actual citizens,except uanpera and
Indian* not taxed, may vote alter a residence
of three, months in the State. Registration 1*
National League has ended, and the Provi- | certainly accept your own measure of required.
In Maryland, actual citizens,except criminals,
deuce Club will fly the pennant for the your doing and being, whether you those guilty ot bribery, and the Insane, can vote
next year. The following is the record
about and deny own name, or after a residence of one year in the State and six
months in the connty. Registration 1* required.
^

roof. The loss is in the neighborhood of Baltimore, 54; Athletic, 52; Toledo, 41;
$75,000. The insurance on the buildBrooklyn. 37; Pittsburgh, 31; Indianapolis,
ing was about $91, 000.... A majority of 31; and Virginia,20.
the heavy shippers of Porland, Ore.,
have determined
give their A portion of the new Parliament buildbusiness next year to the Union Pacific ings at Quebec were blown up with dynaRoad, throwing over the NorthernPacific mite the other day. There were two exCompany because of ita alleged bad faith.
plosions— one at the noon hour, and the
. .The motion for a new trial for James
Dacey, the murderer of Alderman Gaynor, other at abont 3 o’clock. Tho buildings
was refused at Woodstock by Judge Wil- were just being roofed in, aud it wag ex:ted to holdtht
io next session in them. A
son, who sentenced him to be hanged Nov.
ole twelve feet by five wide was made in
21 ..... At Troy, Ind., Mrs. Hendershot
was murdered by her husband and sons the wall on the third story, and the corner
for refusing to sign a deed to a stone was so badly shattered that it is prob7
farm
which she held title. able that tho walls around it will have to be
The villainswere promptly arrested. taken down. Two men were slightly inOne of the eons was lynched fcy the citi- jured. It is not certainwho is responsible
zens of Troy.... Work has been renewed for the explosion. Irish dyuomiters are accused of the deed. This is not, however,
in the Calnmet and Hecla mine, in Michigan, the flames haring been smothered with generallybelieved. French workmen who
wish to injure tho contractor are also acsteam.
. .Charles W. Butler was hanged at
Columbia City, Ind., for wife-murder. A cused.
desperate effort was made by his friends to
secure a respiteor commutationof the sen.

Snbjeet

States soldiers, criminals, Idiots,lunatics, and
|»u j*njj can vote after a residence of one year
and six months in the county and
voting precinctRegistration1b prohibited by

eral States Relating to the

Ohio.

ColmnbuB, MIbb.,

billi of lading, swindled Fall River

An Epitome of the Laws of the Ser-

by

street crossing....Twenty-one

business buildings at Liberty, Va., were
burned, causing a loss of $100,000.
100,

THE EAST.
Lome

a

West

Virginia Democratic.

bil-

liardist of Baltimore, was fatally injured
a train at

Goes Republican and

high school for Ohio

The train bearingMr. Blaine and his party
reached Parkersburg,W. Va., on the evening of
the 8th inst. After reviewing a large Republican procession, tho candidatewent up te Marietta, Ohio, and addresseda meeting. Tbe party
remained at Marietta all night. They left there
the next morning, traveling nntll noon through
W'est Virginiaover the Ohio River Road and
then passing into Ohio from Wheeling over the
Cleveland and Loralne Road. Mr. Blaine was
received with great cordiality at Sisterville,
New Martinsville, Wheeling,and other points In
West Virginia, and with mnch enthnslasm at
every point where hi* train Stopped in Ohio.
His speeches were confined almost exclusively to the tariff question. The train
arrived at Canton, the end of the day’s
Journey, in tho evening. Here Mr. Blaine reviewed a large torchlight procession, and delivered a short address, urging the Importance
of a protective tariff. The party rested for the
night at Canton. On the following morning the
Republican candidatedrove over to Masrillon,
a distance of eight miles, where a large meeting was in progress. He made a speech and
reviewed a long procession of Blaine and Logan
clubs. Gen. Haw-ley.
do ex-Secretary Windom, and
SenatorCnllom, of Illinois, also made speeches.
The party then drove back to Canton, aud remained there until following morning,when the
journey westward was resumed. The first stop
was made at Orrvllle,where Mr. Blaine addressed
severalhundred people. He also si>oke at
Wooster, Shreve and Perryvllle.At 1:30 p. m.
the train reached Mansfield, where a big Republican meeting had been arranged. Mr.
Blaine made a speech, urging that the tariff
question was tho one great overshadowing issue
of the campaign, and expressing the hope that
the voters would go to the polls and do their
dnty. Stops were made at Crestline, Mount
Gilead, and Delaware, the train reaching Columbus on the evening of tho 9th Inst. There
was no demonstration,Mr. Blaine Iteingdriven
quietly to the residenceof Mr. Miller,a cousin,,
where he spent the night In quiet,

MONGOLIANS.
A New Phase of the Chinese Question.
fWashington dispatch.]

Another phase of the Chinese question

clared their Intentionso to become, except
criminals, Idiot*, and lunatics,can vote after n has been presented to the Treasury Deresidence of six months in the State and thirty
partment
few days ago a party of
days in the county. Registration Is required.
In"
n New Hampshire, actual citizens, except eighty-sixChinamen arrived at 8au Franpaupers, can vote after a residence of six months
cisco. Some of them who bid formerly
in the town. Rculstration Is required.
In New Jersey, actual citizens,except resided in tho United States were provided
criminals,paupers, Innatlcs, and Idiots, can with certificatesprescribed by the act of
vote after a residence of one year In the State
1882, but none of thpm had the certificates
and five months in the county. Registration Is
requiredin cities of 10,000 Inhabitantsor over. required by the supplementaryact of 1884.
In New York, actual citizens, except convicts They were not permitted to laud, as the
ana election betters and bribers, may vote after United States Courts in Californiarecently
a residence ot one year In the State, four months
decided Chinese can be allowed to land only
In the county, and thirty days in tho voting
precinctReulstratlonis requiredIn cities of on the prodnetion of evidence required by

A

10,000Inhabitants or over.
In North Gaiolina, actual citizens,except con-

law,

and

that

secondaryevidence can not

be accepted in such cases. Tbe Treasury
victs, can vote after a residence of twelve
months In the State and ninety days In the Department was appealed to for relief. The
Secretary has, however, decided not to incounty. Reglstr. tion Is required.
In Ohio, actual citizens, except idiota and terfere in the matter, on the ground that it
lunatics, can vote after a residence of one year
is a question to be settied by the courts.
in the State, thirty days in tbe county, and
single men twenty days in the voting precinct.
In Oregon, citizens, or those who have deThe ton children of Joseph Pettijohn,
clared their Intentionof becoming so. except
of Prescott,Wash. T., are mairelsof height
Chinamen,United States soldiers, convicts,
Innatlcs, and Idiots, may vote after a residence and weight. A 17-year-old son is seven
of six months in the State.
feet high and weighs 265 pounds. The avIn Pennsylvania,actual citizens,except non- erage height of the whole is six and a half
taxpayersand pqlltlcal bribers, can vote after a
residence of one year in the State and two feet and average weight 224 pounds.
months In the voting precinctRegistrationis
The faculty of Cornell University
,
tviand
In Rhode Island, actual taxpaying citizens the authoritiesof the town of Ithaca, N. Y.,
who possess propertyto the value of $134 can have determinedto snppre* “cane rushes, ”
vote after a residence of one year. In the Btate
and six months in the towns. Registration Is and have read the riot act to the participators in the recent “ruih. H
required.
In South
Sot
Carolina,actual
except
United State# “
Hank White, a

required.

,

.

Inals,lunatics
dence of one year In the State’ and sixty d
the county. Registration-^ required.
|n Tennessee, actual citizens, except

f.r

ftt-ilHon:

man” of a

New “

from the town of Reading.

THE VENDETTA AT NAPLES.

once taught in blind asylums. Tha late
President Garfield, in early life, had

%

cus,

.1

also been

ft

not be inferredfrom

HOLL \ND CITY. MICHIGAN.

A

school teacher. It must

pedagoguesare

this,

however, that

higher regard than in

in

the early history of the Republic.

Had

Custom that Has the Sapport
Long Ages of Practice.
A foreign visitor to Naples, who
glances through the police reports in
one the local papers, will form a poor
opinion of the security of the city. He
will read, among other things, that on
on average,from four to five persons
are found stabbed in the streets, and
that those of the victims, who are still
living, almost without exception, declare that they are unable to supply
any information with respect to their
assailants.This is in itself startling,
but when he learns that neither the killed, nor the wounded, has been robbed
of a penny, his surprise will increase,
and he will, not improbably, arrive at
Universal
ot

Messrs. Blaine, Cleveland, St. John,
Geneiial Bijtleb opened ft speech Logan, or Hendricks remained sohool,eome years ago by saying “I fear no masters or professors, they would nevoue and love few.” This is certainly er have been heard of in connection
true of liis feeling for newspapers. He with the highest offioes in the gift of
went to Newfoundlandtwo or three the American people. Our Presidents
summers ago. A captain in the queen's and candidates for the Presidency have
navy told him there was not a newspa- so far been rigidly confined to the lawper in the province. Ben clasped his yer caste, with an occasional exception
hands, seemed to close his eyes, and in favor of a soldier. By some kind of
exclaimed devoutly: “Now, Lord, let unwrittenlaw, business men, physithe conclusion, that the town is investthy servant depart in peace.
cians, college presidents,however dised by a band of miscreants,who take a
tinguished,are exQluded from the list pleasure in murder, and look upon stabThe munificence Qf*B£n-$ua, the of candidates for the Presidency, nor bing as a legitimateform of sport. The
great Chinese millionaire, draws attention to the fact that fh

are naval offfipefsregarded ftqft^iityblc

China nearly

for those houor.s. True, Mr.
not a lawyer. After being a schoolGoods are pledged at ftom a quarter master, he became an editor, and has
to half their market .'value, and' at the
made his mark as a politician.If
end of three years become the property chosen, he will be the first President
of the banker. Legal interest in the
that was not a soldier or a lawy^.
1 (t
1 J it\
Flower Kingdom is 20 per cent., or as
The eastern coast of the United
much thereunder as ttye lender will accept. Banker’s interest runs as high States, from Virginia to Maine, was recently disturbed by an earthquake. It
as 35 per cent, per annum.
created no little alarm, but did no damThe Duke of Wellington’sresources, age. Science so far is at fault in dealin case of the abolition of the House of ing with earthquakes. It does not
Lords, which is under discussion again, know to what they are attributable.
are exceptional. Ho used to say: “If They are most frequent in tropical
they abolish the House of Lords I shall countriesnear volcanicregions.Earthgo over to Belgium. I’m Prince of quakes have been called “suppressed
Waterloo o*er there. When the great volcanoes.”If not but to electricity,
powers swallow up Belgium I can still as is suspected by some scientists, they
live in Spain, where I am Duke of Cin- are often accompanied by electrical
dad Rodrigo. And if Spain collapses and magnetic phenomena. One theory

all the

bankers ore also pawn-brokers.

5

i

.

.

'

,

I shall retire to Portugal,where I shall

end my

days as Marquis

of

is that they are due to disturbancesin
Torres the liquid molten matter that is sup-

Yedras and Count of Vimiero."

posed to underlie the crust

of the earth.

Another and very plausible explanation

Lieutenant Scawatka and his companions of the Franklin search party
of 1879 have taken the present oppor-

is,

that they are occasioned by the

earth’s parting with its internal heat.

As cooling bodies contract, it would

tunity to reiterate their opinion that

follow that a portion of the crust of the

week, Stannard

fell

through the ties of got the stage of the

a railroad bridge, but caught on a pike

academy as

the

scientistswere leaving the hall, and

and was saved. An hour later he was proceeded to give

an

illustrated lect-

rescued while asleep on the track be- ure on “The Libyan Deserts.” Some
fore an approaching train. In the of the audenco remained and others
afternoon he

fell

from his boat into the out of curiosity turned

back

bay, but was caught by the bridge-ten-

to hear

—Counterfeit. 10* cent pieces are nnmoris by the journalistsof Paris, though
the fiercer kind of vendetta has always )us in this State.
existed in the South. Yet, even when
— The crop of buckwheat in Michigan if
it assumes the wildest form, there are
m
enormous one this year.
considerationsthat stay the hand of the
avenger. — London Saturday Review.
—The Coldwater Light Guard cleared
$50 by their 10-cent dances.

A Triple Bond.

—In three days last week Kalamazoo
Since the new soeince of reading
characterby the handwriting has come street cars carried 60,000 people.
in it is even said that the care taken of
—A 4,000-poundbell has arrived for 8A
the nails affects the handwriting.The Mary’s Catholic Chinch at Manistee.
long, almond-shapednail is a great sup—A medicine factory employing fifteen
port to the middle finger, which guides
lands
has been established at Albion.
the pen. One oan hardly imagine a
person with short, stubby fiugey noils,
—A pear is on exhibition in St. Louis
which are covered with skin, writing that weighs a pound and three ounces.
the long graceful English hand which
—Kalamazoo has paid its last municipa
so delightsthe recipientsof the note
uoud,
and glories in being out of debt.
from a grandO daine. It is said that
poets and people with iinagiiiationare
—Flint, fire headquarters have been .fixed
apt to have long taper fingers and.
up finely, and the boys are proud of them.
fact is these crimes have all their ori- beautiful finger nails. They have a
—Two bnadred students, mostly Adventita, and that the Ups of handwriting in wLichi the long up:
gin ,in the vqndeita;
the
yiiJerergBre.
- „ __
________ sealed by a
of, strokes and down-strokesout into the ists, are attending the Battle Creek College.
honor not more perverse than that lines above and beneath '..thftm-< The
—The Fish Commission will ask for an
which would prevent any gentleman heads of their capital letters are large.
ippropriation for ‘a hatchery at the Sault
from reporting the nanpe of the oppon- The handwriting shows ardor and iment, by whom he had :been wounded in pulse. When it has a markedly down- j8tev Marie, .
a auel.
*-Cold water merchants have signed an
ward movement this handwriting shows
The vendetta in Naples is not the a tendency to melanoholyv An apitude agreementto close their stores at 8 o’clock,
wild and reckless vengance, which fqr for criticism is shown amongst people jxcept
•. .
eigners usually suppose, but vengance who bite their nails. They are cynical
reduced to rule, and recc
recognized by pub- and severe, uncharitable’ and bitter. » —The apple crop of Mason County this
lic opinion. The vendetta is the duel They write a small, cramped and illegi- fear is the largest ever known and of unexof the lazzaroni; aud any peasant or ble hand. However, there may be good- ceptionable quality.
fisherman,who shrinks from entering natured critics, men with versitflity of
—A wolf was seen in full chase of a
upon one, when cause is given, is treat- comprehension. They would have small
deer last week within half a mile of the
ed with as much contempt by bis but well-shaped nails, and their handequals, as a German officer would be, writing would be somewhat angular, court house at Rogers City.
if he refused a challenge. This explains showing penetrationand ffhesse. The
—Ensilage is proving a big success as
a fact that has always puzzled strang- nails, of a musician are, of course to be feed for stock, and farmers are giving it aters. When a man has been stabbed, observed, although the piano sometimes tention in many parts of the State.
the sympathy of the populace is almost injures them. The great musicians
—The Lndington iron works are about to
invariably on the side of the assailant, have a sloping handwriting. There is,
commence
the manufactureof horse powers
whom they consider the probable vic- however, an ecentricity peculiar to the
tim of an unjust and cruel law. The handwriting of executivemusicians, as for grinding corn and sawing wood.
act of which he has been guilty is no witnessed in that of Beethoven.The
— H. H. Clayton, ojf Vanderbilt Univercrime in their eyes. They know that fingernails of mathematicians are apt to
sity, has been appointed an assistantin the
his life would have been rendered in- be fcquave, not beautiful. The handtolerable, if he had not committed it, writing of such persons shows a quiet observatory at the University of Michigan.
and that now, the only prospect before movement of the pen. The lines are
—The Lndington public school library
him, if he be discovered, is death, or a straight with paper, the up-strokesand will be increased by over 200 volumes soon.
lifelong ignominy. In the old days, the down-strokes are short, while the This will swell the number of volumes to
the brigands were constantlyrecruited capitals are small and angular. Diplo1,400.
by men, who had such a “misfortune,” macy has a long, supple hand, and a
— W. H. Edwards has disposed of his inaud who fied to the mountains to es- long, beautifully kept, slender finger-

manned by
earth would be upheaved.and this would
a minimum of white men- -that only
account for the mountains and other
the leaders should be Europeans, and
irregularities on the surface of the
that the hardest work should be deleglobe. It may be that the recent earthgated to the Eskimo and their dogs,
quake on the east coast of the United
who are better fitted for it than the
States was really an upheaval of the
soldiers and sailors to whose lot it genAlleghanies,and it may also be that in
erally falls. The Lieutenant’s own extime, that is in hundreds of thousands
perience certainly goes far to confirm
of years, the Alleghanies may reach the
his judgment in this matter.
altitude of the Rocky Mountains or the
Andes. But, of course, this is all conFor twenty years a quaint character
jecture.
named Ogilvie Stannard had lived on a
small island in Pelham Bay, WestchesMr. Cope Whitehouse, who seems
ter county, New York without anything to be treated as a crank by the Science
happening to him. While drunk, last Associationin meeting at Philadelphia,
Arctic expeditions should bo

MICHIGAN

scratch, is said to have been thought as
satisfactory by the lazzaroni, as it still

<

Saturdays.

»lf

-

for instance, recognized as an authority

on the Lybia deserts. Bnt his notions

his adversary’sbody. In Naples, too,
men still bite their thumbs, as they dfd
in the days of
and this is not

Samson and

Gregory,
an expression of conridiculed aud little attention paid to tempt, but a declaration of war. This
with large Islands, archipelagoes,and
1 _ _
gestnre, however, has fallen a good deal
vast seas. New whaling and sSaling
out of use of late, as it is apt to attract
He Practiced.
grounds have been fonnd, and a comattention, and it is said to be discour“What is that drab object hanging aged by the camorra.
mercial mineral of great value, cryolite,
is now exported in large quantities from from the lower limb of that apple-troo ?”
When the warning has once been givasked a dude of a freckled country en and understood, the claims of honor
Ivigtut to Europe. Then the discoverboy.
are satisfied. From thenceforth each
ies have helped to fix the position of
“That,” said the bov, “is a sort of opponent is free to guard his own life
the magnetio pole, and to perfect the foot ball that we strike to make our
and attempt that of his adversary, as
art of living in high latitudes. So the ‘muckle’ big.”
bent he can. He may lurk in dark and
“May I try it?” asked the dude.
work of exploration will go on; its
lonely corners and stab in the back,
“I guess so,” replied the boy, as he
without shame. This, whioh seems to
very dangers stimulatingthe adventurmoved off a good distance.
on Englishman the foulest spot in the
ous spirit of those that would wrest the
So the dude drew book and drove his vendetta, has certainly been spreading
secret of the pole.
fist right into an old fashioned hornets’ of late years, since the vigilance of the
nest and got his sleeve chuck full
police has rendered a fair combat alIt is a curious circumstance that all
Send a 2-cent stamp, with your name most impossible,and cunning and sethe candidatea for President and Vice- and address distinctlywritten, to the
crecy are the only arts by which the
President oommenoed their career as boy if you want anything like a true victor can hope to escape. In the old
schoolmasters. The two leading can- picture of the finale. We are not equal days, when an offense was slight, a fair
'
combat with knives, which ended in a
didates, Messrs. Blaine and Cleveland, toiha task.—-Puck.
regarding the Pyramids are generally

them.”
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1! Diarrhea

..................
Intermittent fever ........
a Neuralgia .................
2
4
c

Rheomatism ............
Consumption of lungs...
..

C

MM

.

,

make

churn like you can running around the
country sticking your diabolical smelling machine into otfier people’s business. I’m a pioneer. I am."
And the traveler went on in a brown
ashes of roses study.— Carl Pretzels
Weekly.

>&

show

Disease* In Order of Greatest
Area of Prevalence.

...

than any

1

the diseases which canned most sickness in
Michigan during, the week ending Oct. i, 18M,
as follows. Number of observers heard from. 48:

Dysentery ................
7 Remittent fever... .......
8 Bronchitis ................
0 Cholera morbus ...........
Tonsilitls.................
11 Influenza
Cholera infantum
18;Tyt)ho-malarial fever.
pion. can I?”
14 Typhoid fever .....
.U;x».Jainmatiou
of bowels.,
15
Innan
“I believe that’s the law."
icl Inflammationof kidneys.
“Very well, them, you old bald-head- il Erysipelas ..............
ed boaconstrictor, if I can get on a jury is Whooping cough .........
ID Diphtheria ................
or two and can sell out, I can
2o Pneumonia ...............
money
old gangle- 21iSoarletfever...
.......
shanked, lantern- jawed son-of-a-dog- 22 ’Measles...................

more

'•!

Report*to the State Board of Health, Lanuln?,
by observer* in differentparts of the State

•

to improve our maps. The blank
spaces of sixty years ago are now filled

'Si

cape the gallows.
nail. But the handwritingof a diplo- terest in the Saginaw Courier, and retires
Vendetta may be incurred in a num- matist is not apt to be elear; it always from the management. George N. Stacy is
ber of differentways. When a man looks like a snake gliding away. There his successor.
has been slain, or a woman seduced, the are no clear, gigantic capitals like John
—Woman— gasoline stove— burning lamp
duty of revenging the act, falls upon Hancock’s none of the fine curves sugthe nearest male relative, though if he gestive of generosity and expansion ; —explosion. Such are the outlines of an
be advanced in years, it will probably all is compressed and impenetrable, Owosso story. The woman lives aud is
be undertaken by a younger kinsman. Certain inflexible
natures express them wiser than before.
fie
......
In these cases, punishment follows as selves both by finger nails and by the
— N. Marcus Norton, the alleged railroad
a matter of course, and no warning need handwriting— both are blunt and demillionaire,who was arrested in Boston for
be given. The worst of personal in- termined. The Chinese have such long
sults, is a remark casting obloquy on a finger nails that oue might almost write non-payment of a board bill, claims that he
parent, especially on a dead mother. with the ends of them. The tenacity of lost $50,000 by the operationsof ex- Senator
Merely to curse her soul, is compara- the Chinese nail, which does not break, Ferry, of Michigan, for whom he procured
tively harmless, and even an illusion to shows that they have more lime in the r discounts at the East.
her past life, need not be taken amiss. bones than we of a different race. At
—The Ontonagon River has risen to a
There are a number of Neapolitan ex- one time, when good Queen Anne bit
point
higher than known for twenty years.
pressionswhioh strangersrarely hear, her fingernails,it was the fashion for all
The
whole
country in the vicinity of Onas they are oifiy used for the purpose the English aristocracy to bite theirs;
of provocation,and which, with very and in these days the English finger- tonagon is flooded,aud nearly all the
different meaning, have the same nail was not what it is now. Fashion bridges are washed away or badly damaged,
weight which such terras as liar or cow- exerts a potent influence on man, sav- causing thousands of dollars of loss.
ard would have, if addressed to a Con- age or civilized. The Botecudes of
—There are crowds of young men at the
tinental officer.A blow from a master Brazil and the Hydalis of Queen
or an acknowledged superior, is rarely Charlotte’s Island insert a wooden or Ann Arbor depot, ns usual, when the Uniseriously resented; from an equal it is ivory plug under the lip of their wo- versityis at work. Not very agreeable to
said that one given with a stick, may men, causino a hideous deformity that
the ladies who are compelled to pass
be forgiven, while one with the hand, resembles a shelf overhanging the chin.
through this crowd of boys and cigars as
must be avenged. It is difficult, how- The fashionablewomen of to-day wear
they go to or come from the cars.— Dexter
ever, to obtain accurate information as a bustle that is almost as deforming.—
Leader.
to this, and to several other points in Harper's Bazar.
the lazzaroni’s code of honor.
—The law of the land, ns found on page
A California Pioneer.
As soon as a man feels himself ag461 of the Howells annotated statutes of
grieved,he must give fair notice to his
A traveler passing over a California
enemy ; even if . he intends to avenge mountain road, on horseback, observed Michigan, prescribos limits for the rate of
the insalt on the spot, he must allow a long, slim, seedy, limber looking in- “toll" to bo exacted for grinding groin. It
his opponent time to unclasp his knife. dividuallaying the foundation of a log reads as follows: “The toll for grinding
Nor is this all. There is a strange con- cabin bo high on the mountain side that and bolting any wheat, rye, or other grain
sideration and courtesy for others, in it looked as though it could only be shall not exceed one-tenth part thereof. Fot
these hot-blooded Neapolitan beggars. reached by the aid of a block and tackle
grinding and not bolting any wheat, rye, or
A crime of violenceis rarely ever com- or a balloon. The traveler’s curiosity
other grain except Indian corn, the toll
mitted in the house of a friend, or a was excited, and for enlightenment he
shall not exceed one-twelfthpart thereof;
tavern, as this would cause the host accostedthe seedy-lookingindividual as
and for grinding and not bolting Indian
unpleasantness. When the yonng men follows :
quarrel over their wine, they do not fly
“What are you doing up there, my corn the toll shall not exceed ono-tenth
at onoe at each other’s throats; they friend— setting up opposition to the part thereof."
talk and gesticulatefiercely, so that a Lick Observatory?”
Health In Mlehlgnn.
stranger would think that a free fight
“Wall, not’zactly, but if I could get

him. Mr. Whitehouseenunciated some
der again. As they were approaching singularscientific theories, based upon
the shore, however, he fell out and was the most careful researches. One of
drowned.
these was that the Pyramids had been
built practically downward, not upward.
When Mme. Carlotta was descend- He took Herodotus and other ancient
ing in her balloon from an ascent made
writers for his authorities, and on the
at Saratoga,New York, the other day,
strength of personalexamination, which
three country boys stood gaping with
he had made, expressed the opinion
wonder at the spectacle, and as the airthat the chambers, at the base of the
ship approached them Carlottacalled
Pyramids, had been used for temples
to the lads to seize and hold the baland were constructedbeneath the cenloon the moment it touched the
ter of big hills, and that the apex of
ground. Two of the lads [obeyed her
ihese hills had been cut off, and through
request, when a sudden squall drove
the holes thus made the big boulders
the balloon bounding over the ground
of rocks had been dropped one upon
and fences for almost a mile. At times
another until they had risen to a new
the balloon was fifty feet from the
apex. The hills, he said, were then
ground, yet the terrified lads clung
smoothed off and the sides of the Pyratenaciouslyto the edge of the basket
*
mids molded, leaving them as they are. may begin at any moment. While the a cock-eyed crane like you for a telesThey were hurried along at railroad
seen to-day. The theory presented by noise lasts there is no danger ; as soon cope rest I would. I’ve taken up a
speed, until the balloon struck a tree
as the matter grows serious, those con- ranch here, and I’m making the necesMr. Whitehouseis not novel. It ha^
cerned become quiet, and drop away in sary improvements”
and was torn from top to bottom.
been advanced before. Whatever its groups to settle their differences where
“But you can’t raise anything up
Undeterred by the ill-success and merits, says the New York Tribune— nobody but themselveswill have to there, uot even mountain sheep unless
and if the judgment of the standing bear the consequences.
you sit them up to trees or dig holes for
loss of life of former Polar expeditions,
A warning of vendetta may be given them to stand in. Why, you're in dancommittee be taken as final, it has none
a Russian enterpriseto reach the pole
—it is the subject of much comment in so many words, but this is rarely ger yourself— if you should fall off vour,
is shortly to be tested. It is to be un
done except in private, as, if the threat ranch you would break your neck.”
to-day, that the committeeshould have
dertaken by several officers of the Rus
were known, the danger of the victor
“You just go ’long stranger, I know my
shown such animosity in the matter. would be increased. The language of biz. This is property,isn’t it, yon grosian navy, who expect to start with
There are probably many more dan- signs, which every Neapolitanof the grained old idiot?”
sledges and dogs from the New Liberi
gerous “cranks” in the ranks of the as- lower class knows, is generally made
“Yes."
an Islands. These are nine hundred
“Ill have to pay taxes oe it, won’t I,
sociation than Mr. Whitehouse. There use of, and the gesture most commonly
nautical miles from the North Pole.
employed, is made by pressingthe fore- you old kittle-stom ached pyramid?"
are many scientists whose opinion is
Provision will be made for employing
finger and thumb together in such a
“Yes ” meekly replied the traveler.
entitled to weight who think that Mr.
way as to leave a narrow space between
boats to carry the party from Island to
“And I can’t sit on a jury unless I’m
F* Island in the Polar seas. Geographers Whitehouse’s services in other branches them, which is supposed to typify the a property holder and a tax prayer,
of science have been eminent. He is, hole, the challengerhopes to make in you old sugar-coated, bowleggea scorinsist that Arctic explorationhas more
than paid expenses. It has enabled us

;
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For the week ending Oct. 4 the reports indicate that typhoid fever considerablyIncreased,
that influenza, tonsilitls,
cholera infantum, inimatton of kidney, and diphtheria increased,
flamt
and that oerebrO-splnalmeningitis, inflammation of the brain, and bronchitis decreasedin
area of prevalence.
At the 8Ute capital the prevailingwinds

m

during the week ending Oct. 4 were somh-

Dio Lewis says we must give the w«t^ndCvoompared with the preceding week,
lUirr was
woo uiKai^a,
vaav
« w aud
“old folks at home” soft foods, savory the temperature
higher, the
absolute
and the
day and
and well cooked-not heavy masses of ___ ________ humidity more,
more, and
the day
tbs Bight ozone tees.
butcher’sjneat To give old, inactive Including reportsby regularobserverssad
people butcher's meat every day, he others, diphtheriawas reportedpresentduring
.at 13 ...
Mm weekendingOct 4, and — ......
says, is to load their systems with
waste products— with materialwhich is
virtually poisonous.It is not probable
that any arrangement can be made to
havd Dio Lewis and the butcher take

tb*

...

tea together.

Whitehall _

__

'

Hxxbt B. Baxbb,

Secretary.

Mm

m

next, in the several wards in
Notice.
the city of Holland, shall be held at the
Public notice l« hereby given that on the 86th
places designated by the Common Coun- day of October, A. D. 1684. at ten o'clock In the
H. ROGERS, Editor.
cil as
'
forenoon, at the realdence of Wilber C. Scott, in
In the first ward, at the Common Conn- the township of Blendonnnd|tho county of Ottawa,
I will be present for the purpose of letting cenSaturday,
11, ’SI
ell rooms.
tracts for the construction of a drain In said townIn the second ward, at the office of
ship, describedas fellows: Commencing at a
All those
desire to learn
point 17# feot east of the # post on the west line
The Michigan crop report for October D. Post.
of section86, T. 8 N. R. 14 W. and runs first north
musio
and
especially
those who
In the third ward, at Eagle Engine Co’s parallelwith the west line of section 88, 788-100
cootaiDSthe following:The number of
rooms.
chains; _second,
_______ _south
____________________________
87# degrees, west 8 chains; want to learn to play upon the piacres §f wheat reported thrashed in the
In the fourth ward, at the residence of
norui « diSraol, nttiui c"5u. ? at* .north
an“ or organ should apply to me at
southern four tiers of counties is 281,821; Geo. H. 81pp.
gwe,westl8 chains; sixth, south s degrees, east, my home on Ninth street in the resnumber of bushels, 4,677,000,an average The following are to be elected, viz:
of Rev. Chas. Scott, D.
Thirteen electors of President and Vice
per acre of 16.68 bushels. Acres reported
ninth, north 88.
President of the United States; a Cover
iS.rChTffi
I Teems Modehatk.
teuth, north 89
thrashed In the northern counties, 86,870; ernor, LientenantGovernor, Secretaryo
drain is to be 18 inches wide on the bottom and
MRS. GEO.
bushels, 661,508, an average of 15.44 SUte, State Treasurer, Auditor General, the aides slope at an angle of 48 degrees. And at
Holland,
Mich., Oct. 2, 1884."
Commissioner of SUte Land Office, At that time 1 will let contracts for the constroctlon
bushels per acre. These figures, together
of said drain In sections to the lowest responsible
torney Genefrl, and Snperinlendent of
with the acreage in May, as reported by
Public instruction; also, a Member of the
the supervisors,indicate an aggregate BUto Board of Education in place of Geo
product in the state of 25,144,599 bushels, F. Edwards, whose term of office will ex- benefitsupon the lands npon which said drain is
pire December 81, 1884; also a represen- to be constructed and assessed for the consumeor 271,000 bushels less than estimated in
tative In Congress for the Fifth CongressJBUndon, thli nth diy of October- A. D.
iwelred • large Itock.f the latest
September.Corn is estimated at 85 per ional districtof this state to which this
atylea tf Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
cent of a full crop and 95 per cent of an connty belongs; also, a Senator fo^- the
WILLIAM WILSON,
Township Drain Commissioner, for the Town
average crop. Potatoes in the southern Twenty-third Senatorial District, com

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

November

Drain

¥ ATTENTION

MRS. GEO. FOSTER,

follows;

WILLIAM

MUSIC TEACHER Farmers and

October

H

who

I

D

FOSTER,

,

HEROLD

BHa-Sga'SlE.

11
1884.

Otuwa sod Mu*kogon; also, a Representative in the
per cent, and In the northern counties 102 Bute Legislaturefor each of the two
per cent of an average crop. Winter Representative Districtsinto which your
apples promise in the northwesternpart of connty la divided; also the following
County Officers, vis: Judge of Probate,
the State 77 per oent; in the northeastern
Sheriff, Clerk, Treasorer,Register of
four tiers of countiesare estimated at 91

posed of the ooonties of

81 per cent; In the central ,71 per cent; in

Deeds, ProsecutingAttorney,two Circuit
the southwestern68 per oent; and in the Court CommiMiouers, Surveyor,two 'Corsoutheastern60 per cent of an average oners, two Fish Inspectors.
You are alto hereby notifiedthat at said
crop. The average for the State is 69.
electien the following proposed amendLate peaches promise In the northwestern menu to the Conatltntlon of this Bute will
part of the State 11 per cent; in the north- be submittedto the people of the Bute for
eastern 22 per cent; in the central 4 per

I

their adoption or rejection, viz.

:

An amendment to

fi®STiS*»TS
have Just received a tall line of

FALL

1

'

u

Elm

Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.

YER

BD.
or to G.

Van

HU RE, Bupt.

SC

A

Putten

Sons’ store.

With Bed Tin Ty,

is

the beet? Is the poreat ;

U

many other tobacco*.

GROYER BAUD SEWED Lerillard’a RomDAOOO
Loaf Fflao Out

CALICOES.

GINGHAMS

SHOES.

DELAINES
CASHMERES,

FLANNELS.
HOODS.

H0SIE7T.
COMFORTERS.

German Wool Yam.

LjarDERWEA

FRESH GROCERIES

PRODUCE TAKEN

1884.

D.

LorilUrd’s Nary Olippings
take first rank as a solid durable smoking tobacco
whereverintroduced.

Lorlljud's Famous Snuffs
have been need for over 124 years, and are sold to
largerextent than ano
27-lj

Repairing neatly and promptly a
done.

CALL AND SEE US

if

NO.

46,

at

EIGHTH STREET.
E.

Holland,Mich., March

PRIZF

A 1 ililiJUi of
11

HEROLD

goods which will help yon

to more money right away
than anything else In this world. All, of either
sex, succeed from first hour. The broad road to
fortune opens before the workers, absolutely sure.
At ones address Tbuk A Co.. Aieusta, Maine.

Dr

ess Goods, Table Linens,

Skirts, Hosiery,

Utrttlou*ntcati.
InsanePersons Restored
Dr. KLINE’ 8

GREAT

„„ _NnvuNerve
Restorer
DISIASUS.

B*An» ft
On/y ntrt ,
/or Ntrvt Affictunt. Fitt, Epiltfty, tte.
Infallibletf taken u directed. AV Faf a/ttr
Mr st day's ust. Treatise and #2 trial bottlefree to
Fit patients,
they pa yin. expresscharge* on box when
received. Send names.P. O. and express address of
«//

'A

foil

;M.‘
|| Platedware,
|
M|

Spectacles!
SILVERWA.RE

and complete line of

CROCKERY
always on hand.

curt

VAN

White Goods,

Etc., in endless variety.

STOPPED FREE

,
Vr

the store of

t. WVNHOFF,

13, 1884.

Oily Meat Market,

liave the

agency in this city

for the celebrated

Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great immovement on all other lamps
)oth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Goods delivered free of charge.
B.
Holland, June

14,

WYNHOFF.

1888.

W. VORST,
The North River Street

1888.

Examination

|

iners of Ottawa County.
Nunlca, Mich.. July 22. 1884. .i

himself with so called Troches and there-

going on In the stock of

Dry Goods & Groceries,

H. WYKHUYSEN,

87-8t.

others.

Genuine Cyclone

afflicted to Dh. KH N
Section 15. The compensation of the
Dniggists. BEWARE
Broek, Paster. Services at 9:30 a. m., and members of the Legislature shall be a sal12-ly
2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m. ary of seven hundred dollars for each regular session, and at such regular session
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
G. J. VAN DUREN, W. VAN DER VEERE
and at such regular session they may legiealerinNext Sunday the services will be con- islate upon such subjects as are submitted
ducted by Rev. Peter De Free, of Grand to them by special message of the Governor, after the expiration of the fifty days
Rapids, Mich.
I
of the session limited for the introduction
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— of bills; when convened in extra session
Services at 1:80 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sun- their compensation shall be a salary of
day school at 3:45. Subjects: Morning, one hundred dollars, and they shall legis- Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
late on no other subjects -than those exDUREN 4 CO., Props
"Reformation in Jacob’s household.” pressly stated iu the Governor’s procla
Ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets,
Afternoon,"Good works are works of mation, or submitted to them by special
gratitude.”Etening, "The second mes- message. They shall be entitled to ten
Silverware,
ssjs;
cents and no more for every mile .actually
|
I of
rtf this
this city
Htv to
tn glye
irira ue
no a
• “call.
ttfall ”
sage of Balah obtaineth Balaam.”
traveled iu going to and returning from
Jewelry and Clocks. We Intend to keep our market supplied with the
^ Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser- the place of meeting on the usually
beet and choicest meats that.can be orocured.
vices at 0:80 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m. The traveled route. Each member shall be
I also keep on hand a full line *f
entitledto one copy of the laws, journals
services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.
We make
and documents of theljeglslatureof which
De Bruyn, pastor.
he was a member, but be shall not receive
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T. at the expense ot the state, books.' newspapers, or other peiqalsitsof office, or any
and can assure our patrona that the Laid par
George, Paster. Services at 10:30 a. m.,
other perquisit or compensation not exchased of ns, is perfectly pare and of fine quality.
My stock of
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m. pressly authorized by this constitution;
G. J. VAN DUREN A CO.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80. and bo member of the Legislature sball
Holland, Mich., Feb. 18.
tSubjects:Morning, "The salt of the accept or use any free pass or free ticket
is unsurpassediu this city.
earth.” Evening, “BlackballingJesus." on any railroad during his term of office.
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
of Teachers.
The poor suffererthat has been dosing
Office of the Sec. of Board of School ExamParticular attention is called to the fact
•

To-

also made of the fioeet stock, and for aromatic
chewing qnalltleela second to none.

Is

Section 6, Article 6,
cent; in the southwestern17 per cent, and
relativeto Circuit Courts, provided for by
in the southeastern 8 per cent of an average Joint Resolution No. 15, laws of 1888.
Section 6. The SUte shall be divided
crop. The average for the State is 11.
into judicial circuits,iu each of which
Church Items with the Services for the electors thereof shall elect one circuit
judge, who ahsll hold his office for the
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M. term of six years and until bis snccesswr
is elected and qualified.The Legislature
Steffens, Pastor. Services at 9:36 a. m.,
may provide for the election of more than
fnd2p.m. Sunday Sohool 8 :80. Weekly one circnit judge In the judicial circuit in
Whitt mi faj Woolen SMtls,
prayer meeting with the Third Re- which the city of Detroit ia or may be
formed Church, on Thursday, at 7:80. situated,and the circuit judge er judges
•f said circuit, in addition to the salary
Subjects: Morning, “The desire to see Jeprovided by this constitution, shall reOur stock of Ladles' Gents' and Children’s
sus.” Afernoon, “Why is Christ called ceive from said county of Wayne such adof God a high priest after the order of ditional salary as may from time to time
Melchisedec?” In the evening a mission- be fixed and determined by the Board of
cannot be beat in this city.
Supervisors of said county ; and the Board
ary address will be delivered by the pasof Supervisors of each county in the Upter in English. The subject will be: per Peninsula Is hereby authorized and
We have In stock constantly
"Missionsin the light of the bible.”
empowered Vo give and pay to the circuit
Hope Reformed Church — Services at udge of the judicialcircuitto which such
county is attached, such additional salary
10:80 a. m., and 7 :30 p, m. Sunday school or compensation,as mar from time to time
and a superior stock of Canned Goods.
at 12 m. Rev. ’Thomas Walker Jones,
>e fixed and determined by such Board of
Examine our prices and goods before purchasing
Paster. Subjects: Morning, "Christ in- Supervisors.
elsewhere.
An amendment to Section 15, Article 4,
specting the treasury.” Evening, "Sowrelative to the compensationof members
ing and reaping,” a sermon to yeung of the Legislature, and to prohibit the use FARMERS’
II
EXCHANGE.
men. Congregationalainging. Opening of passes or free tickets on railroads,proC. 8TEKETEE & BOS.
anthems by the choir. All are welcome. vided for by Joint Resolution No. 23, laws
Holland.Oct. 2,
88-lr
of 1888:

Third Reformed Church— Rev.

i

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.'
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contractsor farther informationapply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.

WOOLEN GOODS,

v

^

—

LORILLARD’S CLIMAX
/
PLUG TOBACCO.

ftBtng which are the celebrated

WINTER GOODS
inch

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, vj**
Oak Stfive Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

»

SEB

A

Woodsmen.

Is

still alive,

and

is

ready to make yon a good

FITS: All Fits stopped free by Dr. that all my goods are first-classand are
by upset his stomach without curing the Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer. No fits sold at low prices.
The Board of School Ex«miners of Ottawa
Connty purpose meeting as follows for jbe examtroublesome cough, should take .our ad- after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.
ination of applicants for a teacher’s certificate: or to clean and renovate your old and soiled
garment!.
vise and use at once Dr. Bull’s Cough Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fits Com. ia and h. my Stock. W.td...
fef
Syrup and get well.
cases. Send to Dr. KUne, 931 Arch St.,
and Clocks repaired on
Phils.,
12-ly
akort
o'clock a. m. Candidates are required to pass an
Neatly !
8. B. Durfey, mate of steamer Arizona,
examinationin additionto other branches prescribed, In effects of alcoholic drinks, stimnlants
and at reasonableprices. Come and convince
had bis foot badly Jammed. Thomas’ EcWe guarantee that the Sherwin-Wil- NINTH STREET. OPPOSITE FIRST CHURCH, and narcotics on the human system.
yourself.
n wvtrmrvavw By order of Board of Examiners.
lectricOil cured It. Nothing equal to it liams Prepared Paint when properly used
H.
a. W. TAYLOR, Sec.
’ Hollato, Mich., Feb. 29, 1884
4tf
will not crack, flake or chalk off, ana will
for a quick pain reliever.
Hollasd. Mich., Oct. 24.
24-1
cover more surface, work better, wear
longer and permanently look better, than
Sncklen'sArnica Salve.
2
any other paint, including white lead and
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Kremkks & Bangs.
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
-Dealer in-*Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands. Chilblaini,
Orders for the
be left at the
If you wish a bargain m Paints, White
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positiveLead, Oili, Varnishes, Paint and White
office of the
City News.
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
wash brushes, call at
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, er
Magazine and and all periodical work a
Kkrmebs & Banos.
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by H. Walsh.
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Pa.

COAT, PANTS,

p'S a“C

notice.

Repairing done

.

WYKHUY8LN.
1882.

oil.

GEU. I. McCLURE

OR VEST,

BOOK.BX3VDXjg-C3r
ALLEGAN BINDERY may

Holland

Sewing Machines,

specialty. m

Ladies' Medical Adviser.

A Complete Medical Work for Women,
handsomely bound in cloth and illustrated.
L Tells how to prevent and core all diseases
the, sex, by a treatment at home.
^Worttt its weight in Gold to over lady sufl^fering from any of these diseases. Over
^ 10, ‘600 sold already. Postpaid ohlt 5Q
Cents. Postal Note or 2ct. Stamps. Address NUNDA PUBLISHING CO., N.

Drain Notice.

Public notice is hereby given that on the 27th
day of October, A. D. 1884, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, at the residence of Richard Bolls, in
tbs townshipof Blendon in the county of Ottawa,
I will be present for the purpose of letting contracts for the construction of a drain in sala township, describedsi follows:Commencing at a
point which bean north 46 degrees west from the
northeast corner of the sontheast# of the southeast # of section 82T. 8 N. R. 14 W. 45 rods 7
[
links, end raos first, N. 49 degrees, east 861-6
87 -8
rods; second, north 78# degrees,east 161 1-8
rods: third, south 18 degrees, east 86 1-6 rods;
foanh, south 88# degrees, east 110 2-5 rods: fifth,
south TOfi degrees, east 48 rods; sixth, eonth 84
degrees 10 min. east 26 8-6 rods, to a point 80 rods
•sat of the west lias of section 24. This drain la to be
Blaine has
and cone
ion and the 8 feet wide on the bottom with slope of sides at an
The only reed instrument made having
angle of 46 degrees, and at that time l will 1st conpeopie ot thia locality have been satisfied.
atisl
the patent Qualifying tubes, giving the
tracts for the construction of said drain in secCall1 at ay su
store and be convinced
led that tions to the lowest responsible bidder or bidders, nearest approach in tone to that of the
:k of
stock
of Fall Dresa Goods is the and 1 reserve the right to reject any or all blda; pipe
also take notice that I will then and there at the
largest and best ever received In this city.
time of the letting of each contracts, be present
A lull assortment of the celebrated James- to review all assessmentsol benefits upon the
1
town Dress Goods is among
stock of lands upon which said drain is to be constructed
and assessed for the constroctlon thereof.
Koods,
The
Beat
iu
the
^Trated, Blendon, this 14th day of October, A. D.
37-tf
D.
1884.
Every Machine warranted for five yean

Y.

g

m

ferial UotUess.
come

my

my

organ.

_

White Sewing

my

Machine

World!

BERTSCH.

liJUECLECTRIC
L*™™.

1884.

Election Notice.

Clerk’s Office, City of Holland, )
October 15th, 1884. f
_ To the electorsof the city of Holland: tilUU quired. Reader, if you want businessat
which persons of either se, young or old.
Notice ii hereby given tbat the fcVMv*..,
general

T

Jay succeedingthe first Monday

A

foil line

Holland Mich

and Fancy Hoods.

PLUMES, TIPS, POMPONS, FANCY FEATHERS, VELVETS,
PLUSHES, SATIN, SILK, CRAPE, VEILINGS, RIBBONS,
LACES, COLLARS, CLOAKS, JERSEY JACKETS,
CLOAK AND FUR TRIMMINGS, CLOAK LOOPS,
AND BUTTONS, ZEPHYR GOODS, HAND-

MADE

HOODS, ZEPHYR, SAXONY
YARN, AND FAIRY FLOSS, ETC.

of sewing machine merchan-

17-ly

WINTER. 1884

BONNETS, HATS, CAPS.

dise constantly on hand.
Please cell, examine goods, end ascertain prices
and terms before purchasingelsewhere.
GEO. T. McCLURE,
Cor. of Eighth and River streets,

r^or,.

FALL AND

Millinery

WILLIAM WILSON,
Township Drain Commissioner for the township of BlendonIn the connty of Ottawa. 87-2t

XTLBXrBKO COMP Ayr,

OIL

INFANTS CTOAKS A SPECIALTY.

L.

& S. TAN

EIGHKCTH STREET.

DM

BERGE,
HOLE

AND

We

Election soap is made from campaign

lie.

JOTTINGS.
Thb

You may bring

House and

An

us that

/\

Dr. E. I)e Speldeb has located

Drenthe and

wood due on

officer at

political

at

—

left for the4

our livery stable keeper

day, October

teen very fine horses.

The

Mayor Beach bad an overcoat stolen
from him at the Rathbun House, Grand

of

large number

streets

We

Thursday morning and

We

week, adjourned yes*

in session this

that

terday until Monday morning.
schooners

came into

measured fourteen

the

farm

of

woek with Cleve-

land and Hendricks banners at their mast

heads.

&

Van

8.

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS
JL

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

den

& STJITIUa-S
A large and vary Ana

f

morning. Mr. Blaine epeke at Grand
democratic mass meeting is an- Rapid* Wednesday night, and fully
rally
rally
nounced to be held at Grand Haven next
thirty-fivethousand people from all parti

A

this Hendricks club
Blaine and Logan Danner tend.

Cleveland and of Western Michigan thronged that city,
this city expect to atThe procession wu the grandest ever wit-,

of

nessed in Grand

from H. D. Poet’s
the store of Boot Ik Kramer.

across Eighth street

GIVE ME A

J

m
mmmumo

or tno

11b

Powder Co..

Price Baking

Including the ChiMfOt
et. Louie, Me.
building to
The schooner Harry Ross and a vessel,
•AKIM or
Blaine and Logan club, went from here
the name of which wo could not learn,
on the afternoon trains. The dub formed Dr.Priot’tCrum Biking Powdtr
A Greenback Rally will be held in this
ran into this harbor for refuge from the
a part of the procession and "did themcity on Friday evening, October 24, at
storm that prevailed on Lake Michigan last
Dr. Prlee’s Lopulin Yeast Gems,
selves proud” in their appearance and in
Lyceum Hall. The orators fer the occa- Monday.
Bart Dry Hop Yaart.
their conduct. The speaking took place
sion will be Hon. B. F. Sllter and D. C.
hatiH jrr o:
WE MAKE BUT on QUALITY.
Wachs.
The gross earnings of the Chicago and at Gampau Place, in which a stand h«d
been
erected. The buildings were all
West Michigan Railway for the month of
Sermon to young men next Sunday September were $119,825; from January finely decorated and illuminated.It was
evening in

Hope Reformed Church, by

T. W. Jones. The

the pastor, Rev.

were $1,136,840.

Will

who

found

a

bag

of
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the
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leave word at this

Van Dyk's mill please
office or at Van Putten

of Rev.
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the night. The time set for his departure

tor of vocal music.

County
Newt Journal ot this

StSg-

He

Dr.

Thursday morning for MuskeKon via.
was 8:89 o’clock. But at this
time it was announced that the trip had

& Sons dry goods store.
The

s-arg1

LIGHT HEALTHY BREAD

looked fatigued and ill and spoke
only
a few minutes, after which he
Phelps, has been added to the corps of intook
a
carriage and was driven to the
structorsof Hope College; also Prof. G.
Morton
House where he stopped during
C. Shepherd, of Grand Rapidsp&s instrucPhilip J. Phelps, sen

the person

Holland, Mich., April*,

the cheers of the enthusiastic multitude.

1

R.

surveyor,

£25

J. Foster, while this city,

recently surveyingin the woods near this

n*T.r-

Examine our Goods before purohak*
Ing elsewhere.

peared at the stand. He was received by

theme presented will be ‘Sewing and

buckwheat, marked F. Plassman, beside

city,

fully half-pasteight before Mr. Blaine ap-

1 to September 80, the gross earnings

Reaping.”

af

Oar targe ^kj)^MA^.^DE^OLOTHINQ

FOB STRENGTH AND TRUE FRUIT
* FLAVOR THRY STANDALONE.

Rapids. Fully two hun-

dred people from this

S

EX

Mr. States,Jas. G. Blaine, visited, or rather
passed through our city last Thursday,

Last Saturday the republicans of

line

The honored candidate of the repub-

Moaday evening. The
city stretched a

Ready-Made Cbihing,

the attention of our readers to

call

inches in circum- lican party fer presidentof the United

Wonder and R. Kanters Geo. Osborn.

this port last

JTw

all

were shewn a large apple this week

ference. It was raised on

The

to

our citizens a full line of fall goods, and invite the
ladies of the city to call and inspect them.
were at the depot to see Mr. Blaine.

The Board of Supervisors which have
been

Reed

Berge, our milliners. They have received

Business was temporarily suspended
last

were black with them.

$

T. George; Sun-

1884, Oscar S.

the advertisementof L.

people came to this

Thursday to see Mr. Blaine. The

12,

P*-.

Rapids, last Thursday morning.

A

Tailor,

and dealer in

\

gan County, Mich.

the season.

city last

Merchant

assist

Carrie M. Schaffer, both of Manlius, Alle-

schooner R. Kanters came into this

port last Friday and has been laid up for

-

Married:— By Rev. T.

Monday with nine-

east last

might

—

should be done.

people in that locality.

Mr. H. Boone,

ir

Hall, during the

there,

in keeping the boys quiet. Something

will hereafter look after sick

subscription, if you please.

Born:— To Mr. and Mrs. Peter Brasimj
on Tuesday, Oct 14, 1884, a daughter.

Lyceum

meetings held

JW. BOS MAN.

THE PASTRY

lot tor sale. See Special

thirty-eight students J^•Uoe,'

College.

are attending Hope

L. Souter for a

basket of very fine grapes.

pennies mightier than the sword.

One hundred and

NO POISON

desire to return our gratefulao]

knowledgementto Fred

"

p-

YEASTGEMS

°
S

The best dry hop veaat In the world. Broad

Fred L. Souter giving a place, had his horse shot and killed by a been postponed until later and for the raised by thlayeMt ii tight,whits and wholesketch of the democratic nominee for sportsman who mistook it for a deer. present abandoned, owing to the fatigue some like our grandmother's dellcloua bread.
0R00BR8 BILL THEM.
and illness of Mr. Blaine. This was, howmember of the State legislature,Alderman The animal was valued at $160.
MMMOBO OV TNO
ever, contradicted at 9 o’clock when the
R. E. Workman, of this city.
Price Baking Powder Co.,|
The News office is in receipt of a fine carriages were ordered and Mr. Blaine
laiTnttlr. mfalalFMitQtatti,
Cardo are out ainouncing the wedding! j|ne tf samples of wedding stationery,in- was taken to the train which was in wait•t. Louie, Mo.
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Ohtoeco, III.

of Rev. Chas. 8. Dutton, of Macon, Mich., Ivltations,programmes and all novelties in
to

Miss Mary Post

of this city, on

ing. He

Wednes- l^o printing line, and we are prepared to

day evening, October 22, 1884, at half past/ a*
seven o'clock, in Hope Church.

all

work

stated at the depot that

he was

extremely fatigued by the trip of Wed-

in a first-class manner,

nesday, which was too long and too

many

stops and speeches, and that hereafterill.

List of lettersremaining in the posteditor went hunting this week with office at Holland, Mich., Oct. 10, 1884: stops must be shorter. The party accompanying Mr. Elaine consisted of bis son,
a party of gentlemen. The Rabbits were
John Bond, Chas. S. Foid, Edward G.

Ye

few managed to get within
the guns of some of the party and

scarce but a

Perry, Benj.

range of

Zant.

Walker Blaine, PosimasterJ. H. Manley,

Wentworth and Herbert Van

of

Augusta, Maine; Senator Eugene Hale

To the Gentlemen of Hoi

John C. Fremont, and
Andrew Devine, the associated press
land and vicinity:
Last Saturdayafternoon Roy Scudder,
The B. & 0. Red Book for Michigan is agent. Among the Michigan escort were
a lad about fourteenyears of age, while
ready for distribution,and in more than Gen. R. A. Alger, Senators Palmer and
Having opened a Merchant
carlesslyhandlinga revolver, was shot in
one respect, is the most valuable of any of Conger, Congressmen Horr and Lacey,
Tailoring establishment in this
the leg by the discharge of the weaponV
John R. Sanborn, of the National Com

were consequentlyslaughtered.

of Maine; General

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

the editionshitherto based upon this State.

Dr. 0. E. Yates was called and extracts/
the ball and dressed the

wound.

Just four years ago last Wednesday,
October 15,
in
of

the

steamer Alpena was

lost

Lake Michigan with her precious load

human freight.Since then no

have been received

as to just

of the steamer or where she

(fty, I would respectfully in
forward- mittee, Judge Isaac Marston, Gen. W.
C.
Stevens,
Judge
Van
Zile,
chairman
of
vite you to call and examine
ing of a stamp to C. K. Lord, Baltimore,
the
State
Central
Committee,
ex-Gov.
Is^all^that is necessary to secure a copy,
our. line of cloths and suitings.
AsJias always been the

and

way,

in fact the only

as the

Red Book Jerome, and
papers of

Issues are all for mail circulation.

tidings

what became

went down.

the

reporters on various new

i.

State. The local com milt

Wsjearn

John W. Beaman, Jr

that

the train

city

Kollen. The

0. E. Yates and Prof. G. J.

has been appointed historianon the stn

Feeling confident in our
please the most fastidious, we solicit a share of

who were on Ability #to
were: Mayor W. H. Beach, Dr.

on reception from this

of Prof.

Judge

rule, the

MacLeon, surgeon at the Univer- Itrain left the depot

at

9:25 and the

first

yoift* patronage.

Haven, mi sityV Michigan and that be has been letop was at Grandville where Mr. Blaine
Our garments will be made
week. He was as lected by his class as their orator in the Ikppeared waving bis handkerchief. The
sistingin loading a horse on one of the
mmencement exercises of this school pext step was at Zeeland where a large first-classin every particular,
steamers and the gang plank fell letting ear. It certainly speaks well for Hope Lumber had gathered to see the honorable cut ifi the latest styles, and a
the horse fall. The horse in endeavoring
liege, that her sons as a .’general rule, Igentleman.Mr. Blaine appeared on the
d fit will be guaranteed.
Tate, of Graqd

with an accident last

---- ¥

to

arise kicked the

judge in the

fi

breakinghis jaw bone.

occupy places of honor and

trust in so-

f

and
Michigan ai

platform at the rear of the train

that he was glad to be

ciety.

in

Awaiting your orders, I
.RespectfullyYours,

see such evidences of prosperity,

Last Tuesday the

was
Ohio. In West

state election

held in West Virginia and

Last Thursday evening just before the thanked all for the reception and
torchlightprocession of the Cleveland and

Virginia the result was a democrtic vic- Hendricks Club, a quantity «f "red fire”
tory, the returns Showing a majority of which bad been prepared for use during
7,000. In Ohio it was first sUted and the the evening, ignited on one of the shelves
indications were, that the republicans in the drug store of Dr. Wm. Van Putten,
carried the state by 16,000 majority, but aud if it bad net been for the prompt
later returns showed that the majority wfll

be about 12,000. The result in Ohio cannot be called a republicanvictory.

The

suit

in the Allegan circuitof the

people vt Alfred Hutchins, the negro who

attempted to

action of Jake

Van

ted. The damage

verdict of guilty of assault and battery.

The judge sentenced the miserablewretch
to 90 days at the Ionia house of correction.

been erected at the northeast corner .pfah
depot and

it

was expectedthat

consider^

a

able speech would be made, but the delay

is

but small, the flame at the depot to welcome the distinguished

J.

C.

Fitzgerald, the re-

publican nominee for Congress,

Lyceum Hall

spoke in

to a large audience. Mr.

Fitzgeraldwas very hoarse and at

first

ex-

Mayor

I.

Cappon and G. J. Diekema, Esq. As the

nant over the result of this trial.

a good rousing republican speech,

the

It was an-

train palled in a salute

was

fired

from

heartily.Mr/Elaine was introduced by

House of

troducing General John C.

Fremont, the

first republican nominee for President.

The venerable General said tbat be was

the republlcai) pleased to

see

so

many

Fresh

Gall

I

Salt

Meats

^UTTOU,

'aadwUlaotlto uaioaold by anyone.

faces looking at

FOKjEZ,

and Examine.

and

XaAK/P,

Also keeps on band a line of

alwaya on band-

Representatives;if gerald then introducedGen. Alger, tbe

this theory was correct; he com- republican candidate for Governor of this
bill,” which ho done in a manner entirely pared the administrationof President State, who made a short address. Tbe
satisfabtory to his hearers. Stewart dis- Buchanan to the republican administra- train then backed down on to tbe "Y”
cussed the political questions in a very tion of to-day. Mr. Fitzgeraldmade a and then on to the track for Muskegon in
able and forcible manner, arraigning the very favorable impressionon our people, which direction the train sped. There
republican party for its corruptnessand and if elected he will undoubtedly make a wu considerable disappointment among
for reUlolng in its midst a lot of sconn- good congressmen. The torchlight pro- our people arising from tbe Tact that Mr.
drels who were wrecking the ship of state. cession was Urge, some one hundred and Blaine wu ill and wu anxious to burry
The torch-lightprocession was larger than fifty torches being in line, but owing to along, but the disappointmentwill not re
the one of last week, 150 torches being in the fact that there was no music, was a main long when the fact is taken into con
line. The Zeeland Cornet Band headed very "tame” affair. The order of the slderation that Holland and her citizens,
the procession and gave life to the oeba procession was the Blaine A Logan Club regardless of politics, greeted Ibis dis»n. The procession marched up and at head, next followed the "Hope College tinguishedparty in a courteous,warm,
Eighth street several times and pro- 1 republicans” and after them the juveniles and enthusiastic manner. Tbe reception
a very fine

doftlorJla

Offers his enperior made wagons Just as cheap as
hearty and coMlal greeting, and that be anybody sell them In Zeeland, and claims that

Betterwagonin everyway,

cratic leaders for accnsing

SEARS,

L. C.

Fin

J,

question, and the differencebetween the

Season Mr. Uhl was unable to get here and cratic

i/s

Paimers.

Qur popular wagon manufacturer

.the

nounced that Geo. C. Stewart, of Grand party of being responsible for the "bard the next president and hoped that they
Haven, and E. F. Uhl, of Grand Rapids, times” that now exist, and said the res- would cut their votes to accomplish that
would address the meeting. For some ponsibility laid at the door of the demo- end and then hid all good bye. Mr. Fi&‘
Mr. Stewart was obliged

Tailor.”
1884. 80tf

they are a

this democraticand the republicanparties on
locality had a very largo and(enthu8iMtic this great question ; he arraigned the deme-

Lyceum Hall.

Oct. 9.

principal points of which were the tarriff was unable to talk much and closed by In-

Last Thursday the democrats of

meeting in

The
.,

the chance

is

for

cannon and the assemblage cheered

Allegan juries aro almost as bad as those could hardly make himself heard but J. C. Filzg&ald. He said that .he was
in Grand Rapids. We learn, however, finally got warmed up and gave his bearers glad to meet with us, and to have such a
that the people of Allegan feel very indig-

How

party, and during the hour of waiting the

people were addressed by
Last Tuesday

"
Holland, Mich

in leaving Grand Rapids and the illness of

Putten in throwing a

only blackeningthe shelving.

BRUSSE,

10 o’clock. A platform hi

station at

O05

bi

qj tb

Mr. Blaine prevented his leaving the
wet blanket on the blaze, a conflagration train. At nine o’clock, the appointed lime,
of no small proportions migbt have resul- fully two thousand persons had gathered

murder marshal Vaupell,

closed last Thursday, the jury returning a

them good bye. The train arrived

am

to ‘‘fill the entire

appearance. to the number

of

about thirty.

wu

a

complete success.

Fish, Poultry and

-A.3STD

in their season.

Open and Top Buggies,
And

a

Am

Game

stock of

SQDAEE’AHD SWELL BABY CDTTEHS.
And a nice assortment of Boggles for Fannora
and Tradesmen are oa the way coming.
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MY ZXR8T PAIR OF

BREECHES.

«Yon don

me. tions. “Even in the marriage vow you
have to take a man ‘for better or worse,’
breeches,
A bitter smile hovered around Vi- and with the ‘worst’ alternative before
Although now worn oat I remember them
vian’s month, but he said nothing. She my eyes I cannot turn my back on sinstill;
'They'd been in the house a year or two pre- chose to smile at him with the prettiest gle blessedness. Let me be, my silly
vious,
lips in the world, with the same blush old May; I might bo happy os an ole
And were formerly owned by my big brother
as when they parted so miserably under maid, but miserable with an unsatisfacBin.
How my eyes opened wide In great expectation, the trees, bnt his face was grave and tory husband.”
when told that new breeches for me would
impassive.Looking over his shoulder,
“I wish that tiresome Captain Vivian
'be made; .o.- a
p. -.. JPi
How I felt in my heaH a arrange agitation.
before he disappeared through (he had kept out of the way.”
And laugh d when 1 thought how I'd lock eo doorway, he saw that on old man with
“Just what he has done." An involajraved.
gray hair had taken Sir Guy’s place in untary sigh escaped her. “Six months
They were not cut up in fashion, of that 111 as- the front of the box. With Dor rin ton in England, and we have never met I
sure you:
They came to tho knees, no suspenderswore on one side, this stranger on the other, wanted to see him to ask after the
there would be no opportunity for pri- Rawlandsons.”
i. • worn;
'* patch in those days would excite no great vate conversation,but be felt it was
“Why didn't yon write him a note
notice
If in climbing a fence my new breecheswere worth the journey from India only to
and tell him so?”
tom.
stand witMn-vSoimd of W’' voice, within
“Ask him to come up to Cornwall,
When Ifir-t put them on a peculiar sensation
Arose in my bosom that gave me great joy, , reach of die glknce of her .eye — worth or down from Scotland, to tell me if
-Ik* now all tho neighborswho’d want informa- a large stun m^pound^ shillings, and Mrs. Rowlandson’slast baby had cut
pence altho,,™., ^ _
__ _
its teeth 1”
f her, bo it must be
dear to my heart were my first pair of Let us go up; I'll introduce you.

Bow

~

f

.

.•

.

;

tion,

•

___

•Could see that no girl I was, but a big boy.

see her, mtidnesti, Love must be
And the pockets, how large,, how deep, and how Tory bad for ns when it turns the
roomy;
wisest among us into fools. v\
1 bad a place for my marbles, my top, and my
On their way Jhey met the baronet
f found one behind— Why, 'was nothing but
himself, slipping into his oyereeat.as he
pockets
me toward
towardthem.
__
. jp
There were three that were hfrgc and one that came
was small
“How
do, Darlington—pretty fit-?”
When 1 strutted out proudly,an audibletitter
“As fttes yourself.'I was jtist going
From one of the boys gave me some little
pain:
round- to phy iriy'rerpectsto Lady WaWhen he said: "can your mother make pants
verly. Vfy
MV friend, Captain Vivian”
Vivian " (Sir
(Sir
fit no better?
I said naught for answer, but looked with
Guy raised his hat) “is dying to bo indisdain.
troduced^
J ‘i r
“So sorryypu can’t see her; but she’s
From those days of onr childhood, alas! we’ve
now parted;
laid up with a headache. '' Come, we’lj
to

,

'

r

1

ica”

-

any amount of lies about his wife
.
They are moving toward the supper
room — before anyone else claims you,
let me,” standing up and offering his
arm in the most empresse manner, bacause Mabel’s eyes chanced to be turned in his direction.
Right nnde'i Sir Guy’s nose he led his
wife out of the room, bending over her
and asking for a flower from her bdquet
before they were quite out of sight.
His last chance of being asked to Chesterfield Gardens was ruinnd before
they reached the bottom of the staircase, even while he was priding him
self on his diplomacy and’ attempting
to throw his handful of foolish dust in-

MARRIAGE AND MONEY.
Married life presents as many different phases as there are married couples
in the world, bnt there are a lew characteristicscommon to all If all the
wives were to make out a list of their
hardships, upon each one would be
found a complaint in regard to money.
It is really the most annoying thing
married women have to contend •with.
The sacrificesof married life are about
equal. It is not necessary to discuss
them. The advantages are, perhaps,
the same, rather in favor the woman.
The pleasures, in the abstract,are
pretty evenly balanced. Among wealthy

people, the husband, as a rale,
wor ks harder than the wife. Among
to dine with neon Friday,” said Lady the middle classes the labor is about
Waverley, sweetly, toward the end of alike. Among the. poor the women
the evening; “I want to be civil to him work more hours than the man. But
it is not the labor which constitutes
for Mabel’s sake.” . l,
“Mabel be hanged!” growled Sir the grievance. Men never “strike” beGuy, in a pet “If he puts his foot in- cause they have to work, ' but because
side my doorway, be .gad L-TH stop at they are not satisfied with the wages.
The majority of the husbands provide
home to kick him out.”
for their families
------ — as well as they
VMWT are
HI a
After this the subject was dropped.
The two lovers were as hopelessly able. Women do not complain because
to the baronet’s eyes.

“I thought of asking Captain Vivian

^

“At least it would have broken the
.
“If there is any ice I should be the
last woman on earth to break it. Yon
ought to know that by this lima”
“Don’t freeze me in order that I
mayn’t forget it,” laughing softly. “Put
on your prettiest gown to-night”
.

~

"

“Why?” covert eagerness in her

separated by an unfortunate mistake as they are deprived of the necessariesof
the palm-tree and the pine of Heine’s life, but there are two sentiments of
verses. Finding that his presence was the lieart which cannot and should not
not desired at ChesterfieldGardens, be suppressed,the love of indepenVivian made up his mind to leave Lon- dence and the desire to own something.
don. Althotigh he had been foolish It is the constant struggle with these
enough to angle for an invitation, in his two aspirations that makes women discalmer moments h61 was forced to ac- contented.Men would feel exactly the
knowledge that it was better refused same tinder similar circumstances.To
than given. The mere sight of Mabel’s make a practical application of this:
loveliness was enough to incite him to A man gives his wife a certain sum of
if he were,” with great decision.
madness, and one word of kindness money. Out of this she fondly hopes
“Of course not; so I shouldn’t have might have tempted him to try if the to save enough to buy some long-covthought of mentioning it”
fire in his own breath could not have eted article, it may be of dress, houseIn order to please Sir Guy, Mabel melted the icy barrier between them hold furniture, bric-a-brac,a present
Loraino seemed to have taken immense And then the end must have been sor- for a friend ; no matter what, it is somecare with her toilettethat evening; and row, and might have been dishonor.
thing she very much wants. Bnt she
when she entered Mrs. Forrester’s Before starting for Paris it was nec- is in duty bound to pay the grocer, the
crowded rooms more than one pair of essary for him to pay a visit to the fam- butcher,the servants, buy some neceseyes followed her movements with fer- ily solicitor, Mr. Prendergast, in Lin- sary article for the children, and the
vent admiration. Her eager glance coln’s Inn. Val Forrester, who hap- money is gone. The next week tho
had told her that her old friend was pened to be with him at the club when result is the same. If, by careful manthere, and her heart beat tumultuously, he announced Ahis intention, with a agement, she succeds in ‘saving a little,
when, for the first time after many tired, dreary yawn, said: “Take the she is compelled to replenishthe actual
ears, she found her hand in his. In brougham. I only came out in it to- necessities of her wardrobe, aud thus,
ter struggle for outward compbsure day because of this horrid fog, and it month after month passes by and she
she fell into the extreme of apparent will be a charity to give the horse some is only able to meet the imperative decoldness. Her long lashes drooped exercise, instead of keeping it at tho mands of daily life. Although she may
nervously on the velvet of her cheeks, door.”
disburse quite an amount of money, she
and her lips parted in a chilly smile.
Seeing the wisdom of this sugges- does not feel justified in spending any
Unable to judge by anything but out- tion, Frank accepted,and feeling rath- of it in the little private luxuries her
ward sight Vivian drew back, dis- er like an eminent physician on his way nature craves; in fact, she cannot do
gusted and disappointed.
to a patient, was driven at a cautious this, for there is nothing to spare.
“Let me introduce you to my cous- pace to Lincoln’s Inn. By a curious And, all the while, she sees her husin.” she said hurredly, and before she coincidence,Sir Guy Waverly happen- band indulges his various tastes, good
had mentioned her name Mrs. Forrester ed to have paid a visit this very atter- cigars, meals at the restaurant, while
bustled up and asked her to take a noon to his own lawyer, who lived in his own are waiting at home; wine supplace in the upper row, which Major the same house, though on a different pers wdien he chooses; a fast horse if
Wentworth had been keeping for her floor, as Mr. PrendergastHis wife he wishes; a now suit if tho old one is
all the evening. Wishing the amateur had agreed to come and call for him, yet good ; in fact, he gets what ho wants,
theatricals at the bottom of the sea, Ma- but when she saw a nasty pea- soup fog if it is within his means. If his wife
bel obediently followed her hostess and obscuring the view of her neighbor’s remonstrates,there is not a husband iu
found herself, to all intents and pur- window her courage failed her, and she the world who would not reply : “Well,
poses, a prisoner, with the faithful willingly consented to let Mabel go in- I’m spending my own money.” Aye,
Charlie by her side, and bent on mak- stead.
there’s the rub. It is his own money,
ing all the running now that he had
The fog was denser than ever as she and she can not but ask herself: “Since
distanced his rivals by the craftiness of sat patiently in the carriage at the door I do my share of the work, where is
his maneuvers.
of No. 33; bnt she was in no hurry. my own money?” Although wives are
Frank Vivian, savage as the typical Every object in life seemed to be taken often unreasonableand fault-finding
bear with a wound in his ear, dropped from her, and there was no use in hur- and dissatisfied, yet they caunot be
into the seat beside Lady Waverley, rying when there was nothing to be censured for wishing some slight dedeterminedto show his faithless love ost by delay. A letter from Charlie gree of financialindependenco. Husthat, although she had chosen to go Wentworth was in her pocket The bands ought to understand this feeling,
off with another, he was by no means
)oor fellow pleaded his suit in an hon- and sympathize with it. If they w.ll
‘“eft lamenting.” When she smiled on
sst, manly manner, but his words sot apart for a wife a certain sum per
him he fled to the Land’s End ; now irought no flutter to her heart, no month, no matter how small, and let it
that she didn't smile on him, with the
ears to her eyes. Lost in thought, she Imj her very own, subject to her own
perversity of man, he felt aggrieved, did not look up as somebody came rap- wishes, they will find that in every reand resolved to call in Chesterfield idly down the steps, jumped into the spect it is the best investment they ever
Gardens on the first opportunity. With irongham, and shut the door after him. made.— Ida A. Harper.
no less than three objects in view— to As he dropped onto the seat, ho almost
One Thing Lacking.
stab Mabel to the heart, to allay Sir bounded out of it in his dismay.
Guy's fanc;ed jealously, to gain an inTen thousand pardons! Mabel! 0
A gentleman of wonderful vigor for
vitation to the baronet’s house — he en- Godl it’s not my fault! What are you ono who has passed fourscore yaars is
tered into a desperate flirationwith the crying for?” He caught hold of her stopping in Congress Hall, Saratoga.
pretty girl, who was, as he supposed, hands aud held them tight. “You don’t He is a widower, and a man of large
Lady Waver ley’s cousin.
care— you can’t care”--hi8 chest heaved, wealth. Widows, as well as maidens,
He was so good to look at, that she u’s eyes fastened upon her, as if he enjoy his speiety, fof he is witty and
could not help raising her eyes to his would devour her. “You hate me; you wise. One day he was introduced to a
face with a bewitching smile* He was rate me, you know you do, or you never maiden not much past 30. After a
Mabel’s particularfriend, so of course would have married him."
pleasant chat about life and living, the
it was only kind of her to be civil. She
“Married ! What do you mean ?" her ladyremaked:
wanted to get him on her visitinglist, mart beating fast, bei cheeks as white
“Are you married, sir?”
for Mabel’s sake, so it would not do to os death.
“Oh.no; I am susceptible,though,”
begin with a snub. And these reasons
“Of course, I mean Sir Guv.”
replied the venerable.“By the way,
combined to make Lady Waverley as
“My cousin’s husband! \Vhat has madam,” said he, “are yon married?”*
charming as possible.
that to do with me?”
“I am not,” she replied, “and I made
An arrant but harmless coquette, she
“Your cousin’s! For God’s sake, up my mind I never would be, unless I
was accustomed to flattery as the natur- don’t trifle with me. He married you, could get a good catch— a man with
al source to conversation,but Captain Mabel Loraine; they told me so at brains and money.”
Vivan, with the fair, frank face that
. “Then,” said the old gentleman, “you
seemed to mean no harm, went further
“He married Mary Annabella Lo- are after money with a husband. Well,
than any other man bn so brief an ac- raine, who sometimes goes by that Tilden has a barrel; I have a bushel,
quaintance,except Sir Guy, and he had name. But you know her." drawing and brains enough to look after it.
meant to carry off the prize from the back. “You are laughing at me.”
How would you like such a young man
beginning. A thrill of pleasurableex“What a fool I have been!" as the as myself?”
citement darted through' her heart as scales dropped from his eyes. “I
“I like you very well, sir. You are
she listened to his musical voice, grad- bought you were Lady Waverley all sensible, and the money is sufficent;
ually sinking till little above a whisper, the while. Oh, my darling!” as he but you lack one, just one, only one, reas she looked into the earnest eyes caught her iu his arms and pressed a quirment, so far as I am able to judge.”
which seemed to express in their fer- shower of kisses on her lips, “it seems
“Well, what is that, madam?” querivent glance all that the audacious almost too good to be true.”
ed the venerable.
tongue left unsaid; as she felt that she
“You do not seem to have a bad
cough,” she replied.
Se;rstSeallji,iltiDg'bB‘0BlyfOT
. The coachman, meanwhile, imagin
The dazed veteran arose, aud beat a
mg his master was m the carnage, pur“ You have never been to Chesterfield
sued his way westward till he drew np hasty retreat, while a clear, ringing
Gardens to see your old friends?” and at the door of No. — ChesterfieldGar- voice, mingled with laughter,remarkshe threw a laughing glance toward dens.
ed:
that ill-used maiden, who knew very
“Stay! stay! dont be in a hurry.”
“Very glad to see you, Captain Vivwell what was passing behind her ian,” said Lady Waverley, with a mis- —Cambridge Tribune.
back.

tawny eyes.
“Because Guy doesn't care to go out
with dowdy women.”
“Pshfcw ! I really thought
” She
paused,
her
level
brows
drawn
togethDoes your first pair of breeches ne’er give you
have
v s ,!, SC'.t er, as she felt an inconvenient binsh in
a thought?
Md thev^not fit yon better, at least you did With a blank face they turned round, the act of convictingher.
Than thos from the tailor that since yon thinking a cigarette a poor consolation . "That Captain Vivian would bo
for their disappointment.
have bought '
*
there ?” with a mischievous smile.
Hut now when yon see that new breechesare
“The fellow can’t be jealous of me al“It would make no differenceto me
l:

r,:-

AMBoke,”

’
needed.
*

‘

-

• y
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yon mast first interview, ready,” ruminated Frank, “unless she
And your purchase of pants win perhaps be told him what she is sure to make a
Impeded,
point of forgetting. I thought she
He's not like your mother, he will not trust
always seemed to want mo; but women
you.
—8L Louis Republican.
are queer creatures —prone to beckon
one minute, and turn the cold shoulder
if you venture to come. I won’t have
Thanks to the Foo.
anything to do with them; I’ll be
hanged if I bother myself about them
"Come over to England to settle
again," he added energetically,as he
•down, old man?" inqnired Val Forrestthrew the end of his cigar on the
«r, as lie lit another cigarette,and
steps.
lounging back in his comfortable arm
Nevertheless, he was conscious of
ehair, looked contemplativelytip at the
every movement in the Waverleys’ box,
ceiling.
and his indignationrose sky-high as he
A conscioussmile hovered round the
saw man after man admitted daring the
jellow tips of Captain Vivian’s muscourse of the evening. Patti sang her
taches. “Well, I don’t know,” he said
sweetest, bnt he scarcely beard her.
wlowly. “Mean to take* a look round,
A pretty girl, a great ally of his before
and see what is going on.
lie started for India, looked over her
“Whatever you do, esphew good
shoulder with a smile which would
looks. Pleasant enough, HI allow, if
have induced any other man to take
yron could keep them for your own conup only too gladly the broken thread
aumption ; but an intolerablenuisance,
of a past flirtation, but he remained as
a* you can’t blind your friends.”
unresponsive as a block of stone.
“Humph ! A plain face opposite to
On leaving the theater he refused all
yon day after day would be deuced
invitations to enticing little suppers,
unpleasant.”
such as used to have a special charm
“Yes, but a beauty is the devil. Poor
for him when he was in the vein for
Cornwall never got over it, when his
amnsemeut,and early the next mornwife had once become the fashion.She
ing started for his home in Cornwall,
look all the individualityout of him,
in a pronouncedfit of sulks.
•and as Mrs. Cornwall’s husband, he
“So Captain Vivian, the faithful and
provided a carpet for other men to
fascinating Lancer, has returned to tho
tread on. Have yon got any one in
field of his former conquests,and poor
your eye?”
Charlie’s last chance is gone," said Lady
Vivian blushed liked a girl “I-r-I Waverly, looking up into her cousin’s
—don’t know just yei It’s five years serious face, with amischevious twinkle
wince I saw her."
in her eye.
“Time for a woman to be married
“Captain Vivian, to judge from the
•over and over again; or, worse than
way his coat sets, is faithful to his tailthat, she might have had the smallpox
or, but there his fidelityends. Poor
or lost an eye. What’s her name, and Mary Armstrong, who set just in front
where does she hang out?”
of him, nearly dislocated her stumpy
The other leaned forward, and low- little neck in her efforts to look at him,
fered his voice. “Mind— strict confi- and he didn’t know she was there.”
dence— Mabel Loraine.”
“Flatteringto you, my dear, at any
“By Jove I” and Val Forrester sat rate.”
bolt upright, an expression of dismay
“I don’t see why,” drawing up her
passing over his pleasant face.”
own neck, which was anything but
“What are yon looking like that for?
stumpy. “I was too much occupied
Yon are not hard hit It’s not a case
with the dear old General to notice
-of I’ll have her— or die.
him.”
“No, no, nothing of the sort," the
“Then perhaps he was not so cruel to
whiteness of his cheeks belieing his
Mary as you fancied ?” a smile hovering
words. “I was at her wedding last
round her pretty lips.
gnonth.”
“He bowed to her once, but that was
_ Frank Vivian stooped to pick up the
all”
cigar he had dropped. “Her name?"
“How could you tell if you didn’t
His voice was calm but hoarse.
look at him?”
“Lady Waverley. Her husband’s
“I couldn’t help looking at him to a
Hir Guy. He ran a horse for the Der- certain extent, when he was just under
by, bnt it fell dead lame before it my nose.”
Reached the comer. Have a B. and 8 ?”
“It must have been a disagreeable
as Vivian rose in a hurry.
necessity.”
“Thanks. Can’t stop. Forgotten an
“It was. I used to think ho wasn’t
appointment. Ta, ta.” With his hat >ad-looking. Last night he looked
drawn over his eyes, he hurried down iideous.”
ihe steps of the Army and Navy, up St
But yon are short-sighted,and he
•James’ street into Piccadilly,not cartept at a distance.”
ing in the least where he went, only
“I am thankful ho did — old friends
anxious to get away from the continual are such a bore,” her cheeks which
.greetings of his friends.
were as soft as velvet, coloring like a
Knowing that romance was a thing Jacqueminotrose.
to be sneered at, that true love was a
“Then I won’t ask him to dinner.”
butt for chaff and contempt he had
“Pray do, if you feel inclined.”
buried his dream in the depths of his
“Not if yon don’t wish it.”
heart, and flirted
flirted with the Calcutta
“Oh, I can talk to somebody else.”
bells as gayly as the rest of his brother
“I suppose I must wait until I have
A tailor you'll find

•

officers.

Now it was all over— the dream as
well as the hope of realization.He
had thought that even in this prosaic
•age he had found one verse of poetry;

Tmt

the page was a blank, and the verse,
if ever written by any other pen than

made

his acquaintance.”
“That can be easily managed. Charie, as you call him, would introduce

lim."

“Rather hard

man

to sign his

on Charlie— asking a
own death warrant.”

i

once.”

“Major Wentworth wouldn’t care if he
his own conceit, had been most care- lad to."
fully erased. Unless to pull a wry face
“My dear, is he so far gone as that.”
for other men to laugh at; better to
“I mean that he would regard it as
and bear it, telling himself that waste paper, and live contentedly ever
matrimony was ever a lottery and the afterward.”
“An old friendshipafter the interval
greatest prizes had a knack of turning
“You’ll have to decide between the of years is apt to grow musty. I prefer
-<mt far worse than blanks.
two before long."
going in for the new.”
“I have decided— long ago.”
"Very rude to my cousin,” with a
“And which is it to be?” lifting her shrug of her white shoulders.
It was the first night of the pearl of
-operajingers after a lengthy absence, head in sudden eagerness. \
“Is not the fault yours if you make
and Convent Garden was cranmi_
“Neither,"and she hurried out of the any other answer impossible?”
ned
from the stalls to the ceiling. The room, saying that she must go and put
“Mabel is the dearest woman under
aecond act was over, and Vivian stood on her habit.
the sun,” she replied with sadden irIn spite of her protestations, Mabel
tip in the third row of stalls to let his
relevancy.
glasses wander round the house on a Loraine kept her lovely eyes wide open,
“I agree with you," was the quiet anin case an old friend might be inclined
swer; “a capriciouswoman is dear at
to make himself a nuisance — and found
any price.”
werley. He doesn’t look much amiss, the Row empty, because he wasn’t
“You do her gross injustice. If you
%:
igh he’s just passed through that
don’t believe me, ask Sir Guy.”
of affections,a honeymoon. His
A look of amusement shone from his
, and not a bit stqndThe season was over, and ono of its eyes. “Hardly; you are told not to
f. Couldn’t see her on undoubted belles had been through trust your dearest friend about
. her veil had such a
the whole campaign,
. ^ . and reached the horse.”.
i; but to-night, by end desired of many— and given
“How does that apply?” raising her
none. She shrugged her shoulders in eyebrows.
answer to Lady Waverley’s expostula- “perfectly. A man is bound to tell
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chievous twinkle in her eye. “But
The Problem of AU Time.
where is Sir Guy?” The two lovers
After the Concord School of Philosooked at each other in dismay. They
lad quite forgotten him.- -Whitehill ophy gets through discussing Emerson,
Review.
it might add something to human
knowledge if it would discuss this subShe Whistled Him Off.
ject, vis.: Why is it, that when two
A policeman who was patroling young men and two young ladies, who
dontcalm street heard a whistle blown are drifting toward an afleotionateacor all it was worth, and ran a block quaintance,set out for a walk in pairs,
and a half, to find a woman with her within speaking distance of each other,
the young lady behind feels herself in
lead out of a chamber window.
dnty bound to speak to the young man
“Who blew that whistle?”
in front, and the young lady in front
“I did."
considersit equally her dnty to speak
“Do you want me?”
“No, sir. My gal and her beaux ire to the young man behind; and why, if
spoonin’ around on the side stoop, the young men should change partners,
1

I blew the whistle to let him know this peculiaritywould still be observthat it was time to skip or look out for ed? It is strange that this should be
so, but it is so, and perhaps the Concluba."— Detroit Free Preen.

and

more
mind to it—
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of tile largest end most magnifi-

cent flowers

the world is the Raffleaia
Arnold! This wonderful plant was
discoveredin 1818 by Sir Stamford
Raffles, Governor of a settlement in
Sumatra, who, on a journey of exploration through that little-known island,
took with him Dr. Arnold, an ardent
in

Affecting Trade-

Marks.

Notwithstandingthe great number who
Yogeler yearly succumb to this terrible and fattl disease, wh;oh is dally winding its fatal co Is
Company, of Baltimore, Maryland, U. around thousands who are unconscious of i s
S. A., against Parrott & Co., of Lon- deadly presence,Dr. Pierce’s “Golden Me ildon, England, the Court of Appeals eal Discovery’’will cleanse and purify the
has granted the plaintiffsa perpetual blood of scrofulous Impurities,and cure
tubercularconsumption(which Is only scrofinjunction with costs. The action, ulous disease of the lungs). Send three letter
In the suit of The Charles A.

which grew out of an allege(

young naturalist, whose drawings and ment of plaintiff’swell-knowntradedescriptions of this gigantic flower mark, 8t Jacobs Oil, was originally
were left unfinishedat his death, which heard in the High Court of Justice,
occurred shortly after, but were pre- where Vice-Chanoellor Bacon, without
served and perfectedby his patron, and going into the merits of the case, conthe memory of both is preserved by sidered it was one that should go before
naming it Rafflesia Arnold!
the Comptroller of Trade-Marks. From
The most striking feature in this this opinion Tbi Charles A Vogeler
flower is its enormous size. It is com- Company appealed,claiming that they
posed of five roundish petals, each a
foot across, of a brick-red color, but
covered with numerous irregular,yellowish-white swellings. The petals
surround a large cup nearly a foot
wide, the margin of which bears the
stamens; and this cup is filled with a
fleshy disk, the surface of which is
everywherecovered with curved projections like miniature cows’ horns.
The cup, when freed from its contents, would hold about twelve pints of
water. The flower weighs about fifteen
pounds. It is very thick, the petals
being frequentlyan inch in thickness.
Another cause of wonder to the little
band of explorers who discovered it
was that they could find no leaves connected with it. It sprang from a
small, leafless,creeping stem about as
thick as two fingers. “Now leaves are
to the plant what the stomach is to the
animal—they separate from the air the
food needed for the growth of the
plant. Without them’ there could be
no wood, no flowers, no fruit, no seed.
There are, howevef, strange plants

which are

actually leafless, making

up

by using the leaves of
others. Such plants are called parasites, because they feed on the nutritive juices of others. Thrusting their
roots into the living tissues of other
plants, instead of into the earth, they
appropriatethe prepared food of these
plants, and at once apply it to their own
purposes for the production of stem or
flower or fruit.” The GiganticRafflesia
belongs to this class. Without a vestige of foliage, it rises at once from the
long, slender stems of the wild vines
of Sumatra immense climbers, which
are attached like cables to the largest
trees in the forest. The buds push
through the bark like little buttons,
continuing to grow until they have the
aspect of large closed cabbages, and in
about three months after their first appearance the flower expands. It remains but a short time in perfection,
soon beginning to decay, leaving only
the central disk, which becomes a
large, rough fruit, filled with multitudes of small, simple seeds.
for this

want

stamps and get Dr. Pierce’s complete treatise
on consumption and kindred affections, with
numerous testimonialsof cures. Address
World’s Dispensary Medical Asaoclaton,
Builalo,N. Y.

Things one would rather have left unsaid:
Dearest Friend (admiring the new portrait)—
“How sweet! How charming I How prottyl
And

yet so like!’’

“A

Perfect Flood of Sunshine”

were being injured by the goods of the will fill tho heart of every sufferingwoman
defendants, entitled St Davids Oil, it she will only persist in the use of Dr.
Pierce’s "Favorite Prescription.” It will
being mistaken for theirs, and that cure the most excruciating periodicalpains,
while* they had taken steps to bring and relieve you of all Irregularities and give

a

case before the Comptroller of healthy action. It will [osltively cure interTrade-Marks, months would elapse nal Inflammation and ulceration, misplacement, and all kindred disorders. Price rebefore
decision could be duced to one dollar. By druggists.
obtained,and, as their business would
Visitor (looking at antique marble clock):
be seriously injured by such delay, a
'How very beautiful!Louis XIV. time, Isn’t,
restraining order should be granted at
it!” Mrs. Shoddy: "No, indeedy; that’f
once. The result of the appeal was standard time.”
that a perpetual injunction was made,
A Severe Winter.
with costs. The proceedings before
the Comptroller have been abandoned
All of the noted weather prophets preby the defendants, and the Baltimore dict a long and severe winter. Nothing
adds more to the comforts of a homo on cold
house has thus achieved a double vic- winter evenings than plenty of good reading
tory. By the order of the Court of matter, and so much cannot be obtained for
Appeal, Parrott & Co. and their agents so little expense In any other manner as by
are perpetually restrainedfrom using subscribing tor the best story paper in tho

a

the term “St. Davids Oil,” or any similar term, as well as the words “The

West. Each number contains not less than

eight stories, some complete and others continued. writ.en by first-classauthors, and
mailed to any addressone year for the sum of
one dollar. Sample copies of tho paper referred to will be mailed free to all who send

Great German Remedy,” and any words
or marks similar to those used by The
Charles A. Yogeler Company in con- the.r name and address to The Chicago
nection with their St. Jacobs Oil. The Ledgeu, Chicago, 111.
progress of this suit has been watched
Item.
with interest by the mercantile and
Goo. E. Brown & Co., Aurora, 111., at the
manufacturingcommunity of Great IllinoisState Fair, at Chicago, won tho folBritain where thousands ' of trade- lowing prizes on their Holstoins:First on
marks of almost incalculable value are cows 4 years old and over, with Louyaine,
owned. It was shown by the evidence H. H. B. 788; 1st on cows 8 years, with Susie
Clay, H. H. B. 1690; 1st on heifers, 2 years,
that plaintiffshad sold during the past
with Tyrolla, H. H. B. 5001; 2d on yearling
few years over seven million bottles of heifers, with Alpena, H. H. B. 8038, out of
St. Jabobs Oil, and had expended as Louvalne, 788, by Byron,- 1101t 1st and 2d on
high as five hundred thousand dollars heifers under 1 year; 1st on bull, Sir Joseph,
out of Minerva ll., by Byron, 1101; 2d on
in a single year for advertising throughyearlingbull, Van Tiel, Imported tho last of
out the world. Their success in this August, 1884. Honors enough for one show.
suit is regarded with great satisfaction Their new Importationsof over 300 are doing
in business circles. Eminent English finely.
and American legal talent figured in
An Undoubted Blessing.
the case. The counsel for The Charles
About thirty years ago, a prominent phyA. Vogeler Company, of which latter sician by the name of Dr. William Hall disMr. H. D. U mbs tae tier was personally covered,or produced af teriong ex perlmental
present, were Queen’s Counsel Theo- research, a remedy for diseases of the throat,
dore Aston, assisted by John Cutler chest, and lungs, whloh was of such wonderand Theodore MacKenna, of London, ful efflcacy that It soon gained a wide reputaRowland Cox, of New York, and Gen. tion in this country.The name of the medi-

William Henry Browne, of Washington, D. C.

cine is Dr.

Wm.

Hall’s

Balsam for

the Lungs,

positivecure for coughs, colds, sore throat,
Peacemaker.
Mr. Francis P. Blair, in December,
They Will Surely Find You.
1864, believing that he might pave the
way toward peace by visitingRich- They are looking for you everywhere.
of air in unexpected places, going
mond, proposed to go there, and the Drafts
from hot rooms to cool ones, carelessnessin

etc.

Blair as a

excellencein any musical instrument,quality
of tone. Other things, though important,are
much less so than this. An instrument with
unmusical tones cannot be a good musical
instrument.Yet all are not good judges of
such a matter. An inferiorquality of tone
will often please the uncultivate*! ear best, at
first, though time and use will reveal the superiority of really good tone. Hence in se- ing no good could be effected by his
lecting an organ it is safer to choose one proposed conference with the Confedfrom a maker whoso reputationis thoroughly
erate chiefs, saw fit to intimateto Gen.
established,and whose productions are acknowledged to have superlative excellence, Grant that he did not approve of Mr.
especially in this chief thing.— Boston Journal Blair’s proceeding, nor believe that it
would result in any good, which Gen.
Tattooing Among Alaska Indians.

•

are the unhappy lot of the victim of rheumatism or neuralgia. So groat was the affliction
of L. B. White, of North Granville,N. Y.,
that one of his limbs was shortened an inch.

He began utdng Athlophoros a few months
now ho looks like a new man. For
more than two months, he says, he has been
Qntirely free from pain. Price, $1 per bottle.
A man who had passed much time Grant very naturally interpretedas a If your druggisthasn’t it, send to Athlophoros
hint
from
his
immediate
superior
not
Co., 112 Wall St, N. Y.
trapping and hunting in Alaska says :
“Although the Yukon Indians have to allow Mr. Blair to pass his lines on
Skinny Men.— "Wells' Health Itenower" restores
abandoned many of their old customs, his way to Richmond. Mr. Blair there- health and vigor, cures Dyspepsia. Impotence.!!.
upon
returned,
perforce,
to
Washingunder the teaching of occasionalmisPiso’b Remedy for Catarrh is a certaincure
sionaries, all of them still keep to the ton.— -Ben: Perley Poore.
for that very obnoxious disease.

blue.”

_

A Kind of Lethargy

Sometimes fastens upon the kidneys and bladder, rendering them torpid and Inactive.Delay In restoringtheir energy is fatal alike to
their individual health and the general welfare
of the system. To arouse them from a state of

*oad WaokaassM

FOR THE OURt OP

_

Rupture Cured
permanently or no pity. Our new and eurecure method ol' treatJnfi: rupture, without the
knife, enablesus toguaranteeucure.
Trusses
can be thrown away at last. Send two letter
stamps for references,pamphletand terms.
World’s DispensaryMedical Association,
Buffalo,N. Y.

stant relief,quick cure. 15c. Druggists.

inorensingsales of Plso’s Cure attest
Its claim as the best cough remedy.

the SAFE, CERTAIN, SPEEDY and PERX AN ENT cure of Ague and lover, or Chilli
and Tever, whether of ehort or long etand*
ing. He refer* to the entire Western and
Southern country to bear him testimony to
the truth of the aieertion that in no otic
whatever will it fell to cure if the direotions are itriotly followed and carriedout
In a great many eaeee a tingle dose has
been snffleient for a cure, and whole farnlliee have beenouredbya ilngle bottle, with

in smaller doeee for a week or two after the
disease has been cheeked, more eipeoialiy
in difficult and long-standing oaaoi. Usually this medicine will not requirenny aid
to keep the boweli in goad order. Should
the patient, however, require a cathartic
medicine, after
ir having taken tl
t!
)nio, a single dose

__
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BULL’S SARSAPARILLA is the old and
remedy for impurities of the blood
and Scrofaloai affeotloni—the King of

reliable

COUNTRY NEWSPAPERS

Blood Purifiers.^
DR. JOHN BULL'S VEGETABLE
DESTROYER is prepared in the form of
candy drops, attractive to the light and
pleasant to the taste.
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SMITH’S TONIC SYRUP,
BULL’S SARSAPARILLA,
BULL’S WORM DESTROYER,
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OF

1

SOLID PBOOf OF XBU,
XT WXLX. SDUX.Y CURS

! tM"

BALSAM

CONSTIPATION, PILM,
By

can

ilng

STRICTLY PURE,
Harmlett
By

it;

faithful mi®

CUBED

to the

moat

CLEAN6ING

!

of the worst , forma of these terrible diaeaeso
have boon quickly reliavedTaadinaahortUme

PISPSOTLY

8

~

tmi tump

for

Diary Alnunao

for

IM4.

KIDNEY-WORT
Geo. E,

reBume hi* practice.
Wm. A. Graham A Co,. Wliole*aleDruggiat*,Zanoaille, Ohio, write un of the cure of Mathia* Freeman,
a well-known citizen, who had t>een afflicted with
BRONCHiTi*init*worat
form for twelve year*. The
Lung Ihiliam cured him.aa it baa many other*,of
Bronchitis.
to

Brown & Co

AURORA,

ILL.

CLEVELAND BAT A
ENGLISH DRAFT
HORSES, and
Angleseaand Exmoor

POMES. Also

harmless to the most delicatechili!

HOLSTEIN CATTLE*

OM

I! contains no
any form!
Recommendedby Phyaldan*.MlnUtem
Minl*ter and
Nurne*. In fact, by everybodywho ha* give
Iveu it a

700 head to «elecf ____
from,
imposed of prize winners
neraat
lading fair* In Europe and
State, . We keep oar
supplied with the
it Miicdmensthat,
i

good trial. It Never Fall* to Hrlug Belief.

4

OUMD.

PHOT, CL LIQUID OR DRY, BOLD BT DKOOISTI.
Dry oaa be sent by malL
WELLS, RICHARDSON * Oo., Burlington,VI.

U8 that

It is

BLOOD

THOUSANDS OP OASIS

when other Remedie®and Pliywidiuui
have failed to effect a cure.

Jkrf.miah WmoHt.of Marion County,W.Va., write*
ills wife bad Pulmonabt Conhumption,and
wna pronounced incuhadleby their pkyHlcian,when
the une of Alien’?Lung Bda&m entirely curio
her. He writes that be and IiIh neighbora think it
the beat medicine lathe world.
--- O. JL/IUOSH,
__
..Bowling
...... Green. Va..
Wm.
Dioorh,ra_.
Merchant
of
writeH, April 4th, 1881, that
lat he want*
wante u«
un to know that
......
the Luno Balham hah Cured hi* Mother of Contomption, after tho phyaldan h|ul given her up a*
incurable. He aay* other* knowing her cane hove
taken the Balsam and been cured ; be thinks all ho
afflictedshould give it a trial.
Dr. Meredith,DeutiKt of Cincinnati,
waa thought
to be in tho last Htaok* of Consumption,and waa
induced by hi* friend* to try Alien'* Lung Balaam
alter the formula waa *howu him. We have hi* letter
that it at once cured hi* cough and tliat be waa able

the

restoringthe normal poww to throw off disease.

CONSUMPTIONHAS BEEN

.

and RHIUMATISM,
VRSB ACTION of oU tho organs
and functions,thereby

Delicate

Call for Allen’s Lung Balaam and ahnn the use of
all remedies without merit and an eatabtialied reputation. Am an Expectorant it Iuih no Equal !

ve year*' experience enable* na to procure from tho moriT noted breedi
-------diidrieti
in E igland and Holland. Price* re 0*0

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.

and terms liberal,gar Send for Unatrated
liiguc; No. 15. gg-MENTION THI* FAVKII.^t

AbENTS WIITEI|-5*ARa^profits,
w
Mutual

11,6

ah-

England

BenefitAaa'n.Hl Church 8t., New Haven, Conn.

PATENTS

-T^T'-opAY!

A A. K LACEY, patent

Full inatrudlonaand Hand-^ok

o^atenU^^'froe!

—

-

The Buyers’ Guide is issued Sept
Man h, each year ; 224 pages, 8 J x 11|
inches, with over 3,300 illuatrationi

—

a whole picture gallery. Gives wholesale
prices direct to

contumenon

personal or
Tells how to
gives exact

O

you

eat, wear, or

mmutj,

m

---------------

end

ery thing

GREASE

all goods fot

family uae..

order, and
cost of ev- •
use, drink,,

have

fun.

with. These
invaluable/
hooks contain information [leaned from
the markets of the world.We
„ „ will
. ......
mail
a cony Free to any addrem upon receipt
of the postage— 8 cents. Let ug heat
from you. Respectfully,

.

^tfSlLVER^SS

for Illustrated nainnhlot. free.

When you

Important.
leave New York

visit or

City,
save Baggage Expressageand Carriage Hire, and
stay at the Orand Union Hotel, opposite Grand
Central Depot: 600 elegantrooms fittednp at a
cost of one million dollars, reduced to $1 and
upwards per day. European plan. Elevator,
RestaurantsuppUed with the best Horse cabs,
stage,and elevated railroad to all depots. Families can live better for less money at the Grand
Union than at any first-classhotel in the city.

A Wonderful Remedy.
Compound Oxygen, tho rUalizing

Treat-

Mm. 8. C. Daughertysays: *1 hid been s sufferer Satisfactionffuaranteed. Agents wanted, talari/ or
from Dyspepsia from the time I was 16 years old. I coinmittion,to sell our NON-ELECTRICSILVERhad consulted various physicians and been under PLATE, and IMPERIAL GOLD-WRITINGINK.
IMPERIAL GOLD INK CO..
their treatment during most of tlie time, but finding
Box 81, Rowndale,l! Y.
no relief,had given np In despair of ever having my
health restored. A friend recommended Dr. DAVID

Addreaa

KENNEDV'8 FAVORITE REMEDY, which I tried, and
havS bcen cured. It's tho best medicine I ever knew
of, and

worthy of the greatest confidence.”

»l>oveis but one of the hundred fids which
prove that Dr. DAVID KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY is without an equal as a cure for diseases peculiar to females. But, if the reader desiresmore evidence, read tho followingproof from Mrs. Carrie Key,
the wife of Sergeant Key, Co. C, 3d N. J. Begt., who
says, under date of March 1, 1881:

ment for chronic disea-o-',introduced to tho
public by Drs. Starkey A Pnlen, 1109 Girard
the safest and most effectiverenal tonic that can
Two years ago my husband came home in the
be used. It does not over stimnlate them like 8t, Phila., is eiTocting wonderful cures in Consumption, Neuralgia, Catairh, Hheumatipm, spring from Virginia, where he had been in charge of
the alcoholic excitantsof commerce, it never
etc. Thousands have been relieved from s schooner. Be was taken down with Ifa/atial fever.
We were both sick with it. After consultingour fam
disorders, but invigoratesand regulates the sufloring, and hundreds saved from death, by
no permanent relief.we tried
stomach,and it Is an Incomparablyfine laxative this new discovery. Send for their pamphlet.
-t itcommedicine
The changes it effectsare not abrupt and vio•-a jo saaasu & cvci UCHTU Ul.
“Put up” at the Gault House.
lent, but natural, easy and progressive It conThe businessman or tourist will find flrsttains no Ingredientby which hurtful after conolass oocompodatlons at the low price of $2
sequencescan be produced,and Its genial influ- and $2.60 per day at tho Gault Houae, Chlca-'
ence for good Is soon felt In Improved appetite
go, corner Clintonapd Madison streets. This
and sonnd repose. Fever and ague, rheumatism, far-famed hotel Js Ideated In the center of the
over used, and FAVORITE REMEDY is a
dyspepale, constipation,and other ailments, also city, only one block from tho Union Depot. most excellent preparation for the Blood." These
5g kots which can but convince the most
Elevator;all appointments first-class.
kopUcal that Dr. DAVII^KF^EDPS
skeptical
DAVID KENNEDY'SFAVORITE
f‘J
no family
H. Wi Horr, Proprietor.
Could the pitcher of a base-ballteam be
wh,t:h 1
rooken of as uthe power behind the thrown?* ’
knowledge of medicine attained
Pure God-Liver Oil, made from selected experienceof an educated phyak«u. a»«*|*poub
Hertford's Add Phosphate,
livers on the sea-shore, by Caswell, Hazabd cure/m- Yalarla.KliInryand JJcer /Xieow^imd“
diseasespeculiarto females. Price |1 per boitle.
UNEQUALED.
Sc Co., New York. Jt is absolutelypure and
Dr. B. M, Alexander, Faqnottsbur/h, Pa^ sweet. Patients who bare Once taken it
says: “ I think Hereford'sAdd Phosphate is prefer it to all others. Physicians have denot equaled in any other preparationof phos- cided It superior to any of the other oils In
bat name, an
phorus.*’
Doc'iSenaOs Money New Sample
thousand!of bottlesof
Thousands apOB" the
What Is that which Increase 8. .the effect by
Oar bo line, % deodorised extract of petroleum,
reducing the cause? A pair of snuffers.
have been sold, and from all over the land
It Is truly wonderful to see how the name comes one universal cry, " Carboline,os now
of Mrs. Pinkham la, a household word among improved and perfected, is the best hair re*
the wives and mothers of our land. Alike in
the luxurious homes of our great cities and.
In the humble cabins of the refhote frontier
one woman’s deeds have borne their kindly
fruit In health for others.
bj CASWELL, Hazaud Sc Cg., Now YorfL

PRINTERS!
Or persona of any professionwho contemplate eatablishingnewapaper printing offlee* in Nebraska or
Dakota should communicatewith The Sioux Cjt\
NxwbfapebUnion, No. 216 Douglas street, Sioux
City, Iowa, and save money.

Catarrh
i

a disease of the mu-

cou* membrane, it

iaflllsas

_

taBidf »aiM iMuptWa.

FAMILTfILLS

Young: Men, Read Tills.
The Voltaic Belt Co., of Marshall, Mich.,
offer to send their celebratedBi.ectho- Voltaic Belt and other Elbctkiu Appliances
BIST IN THI WORLoT
!
_ tW CM the Pennine. Sold Ererywhm.
on trial for thirty days, to men (young or
old) afflicted with nervous debility, loss of
vitality and manhood, and all kindred troubles. Also for rheumatism,neuralgia, paTh.?..,5f8tan* Ewnteat of aclentiflo wondera. A
ralysis, and many other diseases. Complete Of a Lady of Millville, N. J., Who Was Pro- brilliant, beautifuland perfectallver plate for worn
reiterationto health, vigor, and manhood
nounced Beyond Hope of Recovery—How plated goods. Watch Court, Harnett Trimming!, or
any article of Brast or Copper, can be iucce**fuUy
guaranteed.No risk is Incurred, as thirty
It Was Accomplished.
applied by any one. A package that wifi plate (6)
dhys' trial is allowed.Write them at once
square feet of surface lent by mall ter fl.OO.

inaction, Hostetter's Stomach Bitters is abont

_ .

Vrise 61

For Cash, Easy Payments or Rontofi.

"Rough on Pain” Porous Plaster, for Backache, Pains In the Chest, Rheumatism. 25o.

“Rough on Corns.”— 15c. Ask for it Complete cure, hard or soft corns, warts, bunions.

I*

Tho proprietorof this celebrated medicine justly oloima for it a superiorityover
all romediot over offered to the pablie for

As Buffalo Bill Is such a flue marksman
If afflicted with Sore Eyes, use Dr. Isaao
is something of a wonder that ho doesn’t
Thompson's Eye Water. Druggists sell it. 25o.
shoot that hat ho wearB.— Philadelphia Call.
It

eommoi*’

CHILLS and FEVER,
HD UL RUMIU DISEASES

R. H.

The

-

so

••••••to oar haal •••••*
• foam population.**

Or

ago, and

“Rough on Toothache.”— Ask for It. In-

_

AGUE

FEVER and

and may bo safely relied on as a speedy and

changing clothing:—In short anything which
ends In a “common cold in tho head.” Unless
reason for preventing it. Mr. Blair, ac- arrested this kind of cold becomes seated In
the mucous raembiane of tho head. Then it
companied by his son Montgomery, is Catarrh. In any and all Its sta /es this disaccordingly repaired to Gen. Grant’s ease always yields to Ely’s Cream Balm. Apheadquarters, before Richmond, but plied to the nostrils with tho finger. Safe,
was not permitted to proceed further, agreeable,certain. Price 50 cents.
because the Secretary of War, believSleepless night and days of untold agony

ever saw or heard of. Instead of pricking the stuff in with sharpened bones
or needles, they make a paste out of
charcoal and grease, soak a thread in
it, punch a needle through the flesh so
that it comes out at a different hole
from the one where it entered, and
then draw the thread through under
the skin. The operationis painful, for
the flesh swells up and looks very
much inflamed.Men tattoo only their
hands and wrists with pictures of the
nobler animals or fish, but the women
tattoo their faces also. These latter
begin the process when they are quite
young, making birds, turtles, or some
other insignificant things on their hands
and wrists, while they draw lines of
different kinds on their chins and the
lower part of their cheeks. As a rule
this tattooingis done entirely in blue,
but now and then there is an Indian
who has dotted red spots through the

•••UAPoamvi con* *»••••
AH thOM palnfkl Complaints-

.

Both the Mason & Hamlin organs and President, while he declined to give
pianos oxoel chiefly in that which is the chief the visit an oflicial character, saw no

queer habit of tattooing. The way
tney do this is differentfrom any I

'

market ,

'

mam

gem-rallyoriginate*In
the nasal passage* and
malntajiiHit* stronghold In tlie bead. From
tbi* point It Bend*
forth apoiaonoua vlnia

dong

_
YER
THE

TIFFIN

the

membranous

lining* and through
the digestive organ*,
comiptlng the hood
end Producing other
troublesome and dangerous aymptoms.
Crrmn Bulni la a
remedy baaed upon a
«>rred, rfhagnod*of

ARE YOU
CONSTIPATED?
you are bilious, dyspeptic
or constipated,a few bottles
If

of Hops and Malt Bitters will
cure you as they have many
others. An occasional use of

Hops and Malt Bitters gives
tone to the blood, strengthens
the nerves and promotes perfect digestion. Do not be
persuaded to try something
else, said to be just as good,
but get the genuine. For
sale

by

all dealers.

HOPS & MALT
BITTERS 00.,

WSK
Plc:OS CURE FOR

EE-

For the Holland OUy Newt.

A New
A

ftnd FashionableTemptation.

article with

We
It

\

lady friend handed ua the following

give

la

it

a

request that we publish

A VERY RADICAL CHANGE

it.

reom in our columns for what

worth and hope that our readers will

has been

think it worthy of perusal:

“We are no Puritans on the subject of
amusement. We believe that recreation
is as much a law of our nature as labor or

E. J.

Young people, especially, must
recreation,and we are thoroughly
r.
convinced that this fact is not sufficiently
recognized by parents and those who have
the charge of young people, and, conse*
quently, that sufficient care Is not taken to
provide suitable means of recreation for
them, and especially to preserve them
from the temptations which almost inevitably attend upon certain kinds of amusements. The Church has legislatedagainst
what are called round dances, because In
them the sexes are brought togetherin
such familiar and voluptuous relations
that they become almost necessarilyproximate occasions of sin. Even public balls
from which round dances are excluded*
are not free from danger, and no careful,
conscientious parent who feels the obligation of guarding the purity of hit daughter,
will allow her to atttend a promiscuous
This
Tnis powder never vtrlee.
vtnee. A
a marvel of
oi purity,
pumy,
public ball, even occasionally, without etrength and wholeaomeneaa. More economical
taking the utmost precaution to guard her than tho ordinarykinds, and cannot be sold In
against the danger to which she will al- competition with the multitudeof low test, short
eight, alum or phosphatepowders. Sold in cant.
most certainly be exposed. But here is a Iotal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall-et., N. T.
new public amusement which has attained
85-48t.
a sudden and wide spread popularity,
more promiscuous, if possible, than a
public ball, apen, net at occasionaland
distantintervals,and by ticketsof invitation, but night and day, and all the time,
and to all comers who can pay the small
Successors to W. C. MBLI9.
foe; and wo have occasion to know that
they are places attended with temptation
are sellingand keep for sale some very fine
and serious danger to the morals of our
young people, especially girls. There is
a difference In links, of course. Orest
efforts are being made by the proprietors
of the differentrinks to give their special
establishment a character for respectability. For instance, we hove just cast an
eye on the letter of a correspondentfrom
a fashionable place of resort where a skating rink has recently been opened. Here
is his ingenious description:
A large stock of
“Mr. B.’s management is admirable.Perfect
Older is preferred, and at the crowded erenlng
•eetlonfI should suppose this might not always
be so easy to accomplish.All objectionable parties
are excluded. The skating rink supplied the need
of some placet# go, some public entertainment
always on hand.
where ladiee can wear handsome toilettesand ex

made

in the stock of

goods at the One* Price Store of

-

HARRINGTON,

HOLLAND, MICH.

rest.

have

1

'K

".aaa

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

A

fall

large and very fine stock

of

1

c x. o t h: i it a-

has just been received and will be sold at remarkable low figures.
Boots and Shoes, Rubbers and Slippers superior to any in the City.

Ladies are invited to

call

We

also have a stock of

and examine our stock of

Spring Dress Goods, New Style

of Prints, i

Dress Patterns.

/
HATS AND CAPS.

Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace,

in an endless number of styles

fan Oort & Beeurtes,

and

Calicos

and designs.

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

COIMCEj lEAIR/LY-

and

GET BEST BABO-AHsTS

Holland, Mich., Aug, 6th, 1884.

COOKING STOVES,

AND RANGES.

perlence the delightful sense of freedom never

SPRING
HAS— COME
-

AGENTS

I

and

of

goods, consisting of

oughly respectableand In harmony with one's social

standing and dignity.”

“Here, you see, is not only a special
recommendation of Mr. H.’srink in par
ticular, but a good word iu praise of rinks
in general. Aud please observe that
which constitutes their chief ottractionis
the fact that they furnish a public entertaiumentwhere ladies can not only “wear
handsome toilettes” which they can do at

We have

large aaaortment of

Dress Goods.
Cottons.
Tickings.
Faint 1 Calcimine Brushes,

other places, but “experience(he delightfu
tense *f freedom never present in an exclusive
assembly,and yet (eel tbit the occasion and
the attendance are both thoroughlyrespectable.” Of course there are respectable
people who resort to these rinks tar exercise and recreation and who skate alone

a

Prints,

in all

shades.

Um

AUD BESTS’ HAMEBCHIEF8,

SILK

Mug

Garteni

We

NECKWEAR!

GENTS’

*•••

A

full stock of

always ou band.
G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland, Mich., March 27, 1884.

Otto Breyman

keep all kinds of

-Dealer in-

Pa., was afflicted for six years with Asth

ma and

Bronchitis, during which time the

best physicians could give no relief.
life

was despaired

of, until In last

Her

its

use

DIAMONDS,

New

Discovery, when immediate relief was
by coutiouiDg

COPPEK, TIN, AND IKONWARE,

taut, Plate, and Pasty Souk

WHIPS, PUMPS,

Gold and Silver Watches at Rear

few months.

all throat and lung diseases at

H. Walsh’s

Tax

sage

and wisely

who

GLASS, ETC., ETC.

GIVE US A CALL.

dii

ing Powder, and unless he found DeLaud’s

Chemical Baking Powder, might

made

still be

We promiseprompt and gentlemanlytreatment
and good bargains, to

cam only. Try

all who

A M O

Holland. Mich., April 9,

it.

1884.

42-tf

Probate Notice.

lever neglect a constipated condition o

as piles, and impure blood. Use

At a session of the ProbateCourt of the county
Ottawa, holden at the Probate office, in the city
of Grand Haven In aald county, on Monday, the

twenty-ninthday of September,in the year one
thonaandeight hundred andeifhty-foar.Present.
L Tate, Judge of Probate. In the matter
The Sberwln-Willlama prepared paint Samnei
of the eetate ot Manly D. Howard, deceased. On
in large and small cans at
reading and filingthe petition, duly verified, of
Sarah Howard, representing that said Manly D.
Krkmbbs & Bangs.
Howard lately died In said connty of Ottawa, intestate, leavingestate to be administered,
and
The Fountain of Youth.
praying for the appointment of hereelf, raid peDyspepsia is the prevailingmalady o titioner, aa aumlnfstratrlx thereof.ThereoponIt
la ordered, that Monday, the third day of Novemcivilized life. A weak dyspeptic stomac
ber next, at one o’clock In the afternoon be asacts very slowly or not st si) an many kinds signed for the hearingof raid petition, and that
of food. Oases are extricated,adds an the heirs at law of aaTd deceased, and all other performed and become a source of pain ant sons InterestedIn said estate,are required to appear at a aeeslon of raid court then to be holden
disease, until discharged. To be dypep- at the Probateoffice, In Grand Haven, in raid
tic is ta be miserable, helpless,depressed, connty, and show cause, If any there be, why the
ceofused in mind, fergetful, irresolute, prayer of the petitioner ahould not be granted:
And It la farther ordered, that aald petitionergive
drow«y, weak, languid and useless.It de- notlee to the persone InterestedIn raid estate of
stroys the Teeth, Complexion, Strength, the pendency of said petition and tha hearing
Peace of Mind, and Bodily ease. It pro- tiiereof, by causing a copy of this order to be publlshed ln the Holland Cm N*wa, a newspaper
duces Headache, Pain in Shoulders, printed and circulatedIn raid coanty of Ottawa,
Coughs, Tightness of Chest, Dizziness, hrarfng* ,ncceMlveWMk* P»vioo» to said day of

3D B

3T

I 3T

Druggists and Dealers Everywhere. -

MSP

The oldest established Stable in the city.

K
On Market

Street,

near Eighth.

I have the newest and beat
city,

HEARSE

In this

with the flneat hones and carriagesfor funeral

purposes, which I will furnish

ONE

as cheap,

if

not cheaper

than any party in this city.

BOONE.

2Mf

FREE!

a S

I also

A

keep on.band a large assortmentof

favorite

i

of one of the

liras In

(now retired) for tbeearf

SPECTACLES

of

the U. 8.

XfertWMO DoOUtty.

InplalnsealedenvefopeA^LDnifflatacan
fill ft
Address DR. WARD 4 CO., LoaMsaa, M#. .

a—

—and

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

JAS.

HUNTLEY,

Goods are warranted
bejust as represented.

to

A true copy, (Atteat.)

SAMUIL

L.

TATE,

Judgi qf PrdbaU.

lam prepared to do repairing? and engraving
promptly and in the beat manner.

$

Come and examine our atoek. No
trouble to show Goode.

Holland, Mich., May

0.

BREYMAN.

12,

1884. 48-lv

WARD

FIRST

Drug Store.
R. B,

BEST,

If.

D.,Propfr.

Mr. I. A. Anderson, a competent prescription
clerk, has charge, and will be found at all bonra,
ready to compound prescription! In s thoroughly
nliabls manner.

A completesraortment of

Tummcsm

low's

mn

I

EQ^

>7,

1864.

done on short notice.

0UTOF ORDER.

.*:>
. FOR

dill

CO.,

ms in

cmisj/all mu,

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings

furnished.
Office

and akcp on River Street,

near tho oornor of Tenth Street,

CASKETS.

BTTRX
St.>

Hailing, Sash

Brackets, etc. made and

SALE BY

MEYER, BROUWER

GKEVJS TJS JL OA.X*X*.
Holland, Mich., Jane

^

Planing and Re-sawing

/jo union square newyqrk.

mmm>
MrafeABI

for all

kinds of buildings fin-

HEWH^ijcSiCiEG Stairs, Hand

Everythln^a^vUlnlng to^flrst-clajs
drag store

B. B. BIST,

Estimates given

ished and completed.

C/1^ NO

the great
•f health.

HMF53!

BOOUE,

of

lack Blaad Bitten.

Sour Eruptions of Stomach, Bad Taste
in Mouth, Bilious Attacks, Palpitation o
Heart, Inflamatien of Lungs. Pain in the
redqn of the Kidneys, and a hundred
ether painful symptoms. Dyspepsia inremedies

mri

All the

STATE OF MICHIGAN, !„
County of Ottawa.
|

bowels, or serious results surely follcor

in-

tantly to a Glossy Black by a single applicationof this Dn. Sold by Druggists,
or sent by express on receiptof Bl.
Office,44 Mur my Street, New York.
maiioai of 08EF01 Biotim rag.

rRELUBLE SELF-CURE.

trade with na.

VAN OORT, & BEBUWKE8.

from Cream

Tartar aud Soda only, no filling whatever.
Bold in

TUTT8
HAIR DYE.
Gray Hair ok Whiskers changed

The largestassortment of

ID I

the tamo thing to find a strictly pure Bak-

is

especiallyDyspepsia. Want of Appetite. Indigestion, Lack of Strength, etc.. Its use Is marked
with Immediate aud wonderfulresults, nones,
muscles aud nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Brain Power.
js
suffering from all complaints
peculiar to Utelr sex will find In
DR. HARTER’S IRON TONIC a safe and speedy
cure. It gives a clear and healthy complexion.
Fie strongest testimony to the value of Dr.
HA-tTEK’s iron Tonic is that frequent attempts
at counterfeiting have only added to the popularity of the original, if you earnestlydesire health
do not experiment—get the Original and Best,
4 Send yoor addressto Tha Dr. Harter Med.Co.V
I St. Loots, Mo., for oar “DREAM BOOK."
\Fnllof strangeand oaefol information,free.#
Or. Harter's Iron Tonio is nor Sale by am

ever displayed la this City.

a candle lo the day
said *1 seek a min,” would

around. It

will purify and enrich the

HEALTH and VIGOR of

H.

lit

not be called crazy in these days if he

peering

BLOOD, regulate
LIVER and KIDNEYS, andltxjTOltKTHK
YOUTH ! In ill those
diseases requiring acertaln and etllclenTONIC,

cause no nausea or griping nor interfere
with dally work and are a perfect

Holland, Julj 28th. 1882.

CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND

drugstore. Large bottles$1.00.

tfeartjDotsbefore the ores, highly colre d trine, CONSTIPATION?and do-

the

sonable Trices.

GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,

Free Trial Bottles of this certain cure o

:

ACTS REGARDING

Dt,Wfc»7aik

for a short

time she was completelycured, gaining io
flesh 20 lbs. io a

Wire Jewelry Watches,

October

she procureda Bottle ot Dr. King’s

felt, and

Barted Pence

f

p%|KO
GROCER/IES LADICO

can be obtained of us.

A Bem&rkableEscape.
Mary A. Dailey, of Tunkhannock

,

OOTTOXTI

A. IT 3D

It

Tools.

and White Lead.

to be accepted, and go sailing around, arm in arm,
as if they were old acquaintancesand the
best of friends. ”
ladies, entire straugers—

From tSsSonro^ariM thr^-fourtbs of
the diseases of the human race. These
symptoms indicate their exlstenoe Loss of
Appetite,Bowels eeatlve, Sick HeadMho, Oallness after eetlnf, aversion to
exertion of body or mind. Eructation
of. food,. Irritability of temper, I*>w

STINE Hosiery.
Corsets.
TONIC
Hamburg Edgings. !x(

AL ABA

to introduce themselves, sans cersmonie,ta

Mrs.

£ IRON
TRUE

Ginghams.

or only with persooHl friends and acquaintances;but what will be thought of
the "thorough respectability”of the whole
The best of
coucero when it is known that the most
fascinating attraction is skating in pairs,
and that it is a common custom io most,
Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
if not all, the rinks for young gentlemen

young

and

PILLS
DISORDERED LIVER,

THE ONLY

the occasion and the attendanceare both thor-

TUTTS
TORPID BOWELS,

G.YAKPOTTEM*
have received a large Spring stock

present in aa exclusive assembly, and yet fed that

wanted tor The Live* of all the
Presidentsof the U. 8. The
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice onr
price. The fastesttelling book In America. Immense profits to agents. All intelligent people
want It Any one can become a successful agent.
Terms free. Hallxt Book Co., Portland, Maine.

Holland. MioLu

JAB.
Holland. May

27,

HUNTLEY.

1889.

17-tf
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